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PREFACE 
This report is one of a series of four volumes which are designed to treat: 
s tate/control-constraint: optimal control problems involving piecewise con-
tinuous system equations including the extensive use of equation expressions 
written in terms of linearly interpolated tabular data. The titles of the 
volumes are listed below: 
Valurne 1 A FORTRAN Prograo for Solving State/Control-Constraint Optimal 
Control Problems with System Equations Having Expressions 
Involving Tabular Data 
in which extensive use of lir.early interpolated tabular data is made, treat-
ing the systeru ~ruly as a piecewise continuous problern by halting the inte-
gration for equation updates as each table grid poin·c is isolated. (Current 
rcport) 
Valurne 2 A Numerical Solution of State/Control -Constraint Optimal Contra~ 
Problems with Piecewise Continuous Derivatives Using RKF45T 
in whi::h constraint violation bonndary crossings are isolated, and in which 
discontinuities in the der i vatives occu:r. (See reference [ 1] .) 
Valurne 3 R.KF6.ST--a Runge-Kutta 4/5 Software Package with . User - Supplied 
Stops Involving the Dependent Variables and First Derivatives 
in which the user may actually halt the integraticn at any· point which may be 
described as a :function of the ind<3pendent va::-iable, thc dependent variables, 
and the fi!:st derivatives. (See reference [2).) 
Volurue 4 Subroutines fOJ: Handling Te.-!:mlar Data Used i n System Equations 
in which a t 'able structure i s defined consist:ent: ~•ith the example in Valurne 
1, and in which practical routines are provided for adjusting and analyzing 
tc.bular functior..s. (See reference [ 3] . ) 
iii 
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Optimal Cont~ol P~oblem~. Nume~ieal Analy~i~, 
Linea~ Inte~polation 
A Fortran Program for Solving State/Control-Constraint 
Optimal Control Problems with System Equations Having 
Expressions Involving T~bular Data 
Summary 
The state/control-constraint optimal control problern is present-
ed which extenxive use is made of linearly interpolated data. To 
permit numeric«l solutions of this type of problem, the inte-
gration package halts the solation automatically at the grid 
points of the tables, permitting the interpolation region of t he 
associated differential cqu ations tobe changed. Thus , the dif-
ferintial equations are an aly zed as tru l y piecewise continuous 
systems. An example of a realisti c problern is given showing the 
structure of the differential aquations and the related subrou-
tines for acijusting subscripting val ue s pertaining to the tables. 
Optimale Steue~ung~p~obleme , nume~l~ehe Mathematik, 
linea~e Inte~polatlon 
Ein Fortran-Programm zur Lösung O?timaler Steuerungsprobleme 
mit Zustands-/Steuerungsbeschränkungen und mit tabellarisch 
gegebenen Systemgleichungen 
Übers i cht 
Ein zustands-/steuerungs-beschränktes optimales Steuerungs-
problem wird präsentiert, in dem das Differentialgleic hun gs -
system von vielen linear interpolierten Daten abhängig ist. 
Um die numerische Lösung eines solchen Problems zu ermög li chen, 
hslt das Integrationsprogramm die 1ösung an jedem ~abelienstütz­
punkt automatisch an, damit das Interpolationsgebiet gewechselt 
werden kann . Dadurch wird das Differentialgleichungssystem wie 
ein stUckweise stetiges System behandelt. Die Struktur der Di f -
ferentialgleichungen sowie die zugehörigen Unterprog ramme zur 
Anpassung der Tabellenkoeffizienten wird anband eines realisti-
schen B~ispiels aufgezeigt. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the stat:e/control-constraint optimal control problern (OCP), one frequent-
ly encount:ers right hand sides having expressions involving the use of func-
tions written in tabular form . In such problems the user is confronted with 
the necessity of interpolating data frorn these tables. Bi linear interpo-
lation of the data d,~f ines a continuous tabular function with discontinuous 
slopes along lines corresponciing to each grid entry in the table domain. The 
simplicity of the formulation makes the method appealing. Perhaps the most 
irnportant advar.tage of the scheme, however, is the ability to interchange 
data sets with ease. In contrast, smooth curve fitting t:echniques require 
considerab l e, off-line computing time to generate representative curves, and 
new curves must be computed each time a new data set is given (or each time 
that a data set is altered). 
Solving the system of ordinary differential equations CODEs) for the OCP, in 
which the right hand sides coutain expressions cefined by linearly interpo-
lated tabular data, requires that the integration p:cocedure stop at each 
table grid entry so that the. ODE may be reevaluated using the correct 
expressions for the "!lew" region of the table. In addition, the analysis at 
such points is particularly import.:mt if one uses a.djoint variabl es in solv-
ing the OCP, since the adjoint differential equations themselves exhibit: 
actual "jumps" at the grid points (rather than just slope changes) when line -
ar ly i nte r po l ated data is used. In the presence of such discontinuities 
(either in the ODE itself or i n the higher derivatives), even a we l l wri tten 
softwar~ package will waste computing time by r educing the step size severely 
in an attempt to isolate the points of discontinuity, i. e . , several at tempted 
steps are made before a sufficiently small step length is used . In addition, 
these points are not located 1v i thin any specified t:olerance in-::roducing addi-
tional errors into the ODE solution . These added errors can cause 
convergence difficult i es for the optimization process , greatly increasing 
the cornputation time. (See [1) . ) Thus, to use linear interpolation effec-
tive l y, one mnst employ a software package designed to treat tabular 
functions truly as piecewise continuous f unctions. 
Tne purpose of this ~esearch project is the creation of a cornputer program, 
designed to sclve the state/control-ccnstraint optimal coatrol problern in 
which extensive use is made of linearly in~erpolated tabalar functions . Tnis 
problern requires 1:h2 development (or adaptation) of severa l software pack -
ages. The essential package for solving the ODEs is the RKF45T program which 
halts the iutegration whenever any component of a user-supplied vector of 
stopping conditious, PHI (J), vanishes. Any stopping condition which ca._n. be 
written in terms of the independent variable, the dependent variables, and/or 
the first derivatives may be imposed. Thus, t:he table entry values rnay be 
specified as stopping points for the integration , giving the user the oppor-
t:unity to update the ODE system as each grid value is reached . Thr·ough such 
analysis: the ODE may be treated as the actual piecewise cont:inuous system 
that i t is. Since the integration routine is not called directly by the 
user, the R~F45T package must be able to make all upciates without returning 
to the driving prograrn. This characteristic of the problern necessitates the 
de.velopmen1: of a part:icular program structure for handling the updates of the 
tabular functions. 
The CCP is tr.eated as a parameter optimization problern in the exampl e pre -
sented , u.3 i ng an adapted version of t he TOMP (Trajectory Opt irnizat:icn by 
Mathemat:ical Programming) software package [ it.] for evaluating t he cos t: func -
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tion and/or the gradie~t. The modified version, TROMPP, (zero TRapping capa-
bilities added to TOMP with addit ional Partition stops), has been written to 
h::t..Tldle the linearly iuterpolated, tabular data as analyzed by the RKF45T sys-
tetJ. Thus, the RKF45T and the TROMPP packages form a system for supplying 
the value of the cost function and/or the gradients for an cptimization proc-
ess . This TROMPP /RKF45T system may be used with any ruathernatical programming 
package. The particular package used in the example presented is the SLLSQP 
(Sequential Linear Least. Squares Programming) [5] chosen because of its rapid 
convergence rate. 
The current re.port is one of four volumes a ll related to the solution of the 
OCP for problems in t.Thich the state equations have piecewise continuous 
derivatives. The ordering of the reports ha~ been chosen according to the 
motivation of the project, so that the reader may see both the forest and the 
~rees. The current report, Valurne 1, describes the OCP involving the use of 
linearly interpcilated tabular data. The descriptio:.1 of the bookkeeping 
involved in this problern is sufficient to fill the entire volume. Thus, for 
an indepth understanding of parts of Valurne 1, the reader may be referred to 
l ::J.ter volumes in which descriptions treating simpler problems may be enlight-
ening. To sepa'-ate the various probleres invclved in analyzing the piecewise 
continuous equations witr~ tabular data expressions, Volu::ne 2 has been 
inc luded , treating a different type of OCP problem, r:.amely one in which the 
derivatives are piecewise continuous but do not depend upon tabular data [1] . 
Much of the discussion in (1] centers areund the description of the stopping 
cor.ditions and the treatrnent of discontinuities, which may prove useful i n 
clarifying part of the analysis in the current volurne. The problern in [1 ] 
also handles constraint equations described as a function of the dependent 
variabl es. Valurne 3 [2] describes t he use of the RKF45T package along with 
examples which go beyend the scope of ei ther the cur.rent report or [ 1] . Vo 1-
ume 4 (3] gives a descriptior. of the structure of the tables used in t he 
current report and the interpolation f ormulas for the tabul ar data as well as 
several useful subroutines for handling the data and for analyzing control 
parameters expressed as cubic spl ines. (Volume 4 could actually be considered 
as a large appendL·~ to Va lurne 1.) In the cürrent report, t he reader should 
expect to get an overview of the solution of an OCP involving linearly 
interpolated tabular data, but may need to read parts of further volumes for 
deta.Es. 
The use of the P.KF45T/TROHPP system is ill ustrated in the solution of the 
minimum-time-to-clirnb proble~ in which drag and thrust characteristics are 
supplied through tabular data. The problern descri ption has been written for 
easy adaptation to other problems involving !:abuJ.ar data. The appl i cation may 
be divided into two basic parts: 1) the table structure and its communication 
with the RKF45T/TROMPP packages, and 2) the int:egration stops and updates 
from the RKF45T/TROMPP packages . This report gives a description of features 
in TROMPP related to the integration stops (as well as a program listing) and 
provides a general desc.ription of the programs needed for use in the RKF45T 
peckage. The table structure is described b~iefly (with further details con-
tained in Volume 4) . The user should realize that: this r.eport is designed t:o 
give an cverview of the problem . Details may often come frcm clarificat ions 
in further volumes or from descriptions later in the current report. The ccm-
plexity of the bookkeeping necessitates such a structure . Othen.,rise, the 
raader could easily becom~ lost in details and miss the general picture. 
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2. FEATURES OF TROMPP 
The TROMPP package determines the value of the user-supplied cost function 
(subroutine COSTF) and/or the gradient values for the OCP. In order to deter ·-
mine these functions, a system of differential equations is solved over the 
normalized time interval 0 to 1. The contrcl parameters used in evaluating 
the ODE system are described as a cubic splines. Durü-tg the integ:::-ation, 
stops are made at each grid point defining the cubic splines (as in TOMP 
[ 4]). TROMPP differs from the TOMP package in that the user may supply addi-
tional vectors of stopping values (independent variable stops) in both ~he 
forward and backward integrations as well as activate the RKF45T trapping 
option to halt the integration whenever any user-suppl ied stopping condi-
tions, cescribed as a function oft, y, and y ', are isolated. The independent 
variable stops are imposed in the form of the vectors TPARTl (for the forward 
and backward integrations) and TPART2 (for the backward integration only) . 
Each vector is dimensioned 100. 
The idea behind the :nodificat:ion of the TOMP program is to enable the user to 
treat two types of problems efficiently . Both problems deal with halting the 
integration at points of discontinuity (or discontinuous slopes) so that the 
ODE system c~~ be updated using the new information. The first type of inte -
gration stop involves table grids in which the domain parameter is expressed 
as a function oft (say as a cubic spline). The lift coefficient will be pre-
sented as such a parameter, appearing in the tables defining the drag. Tne 
lift coefficient grid may be ~~alyzed before the integration begins to deter-
mine the values of t corresponding to points on the lift coefficient grid 
axis. These values will beimposedas stopping conditions on the integration . 
The secend type of integration stop concerns the location of the t values 
corresponding to specified functions of t, y, and y ' which appear as table 
domain parameters. The user defines the stopping points, e . g ., specific val-
ues of the Mach nurober or altitude. The RKF45T package halts the integration 
at t hese points (through an interna l iterative process) and permits the user 
to update the ODEsystem before continuing . Thus, TROMPP/R~~45T system allows 
the user to communicate with the ODE system during t he integration so that 
-ehe piecewise continuous nature of the tables is analyzed properly. 
The TROMPP package is basically the TO~P program whose description is con-
tained in [4]. The modifications are clearly marked. ~~o additional subrou-
tines have been included in the TROMPP package to handle the user-supplied 
stopping vectors . GRPART and TRPART require no user changes. At each 
user-supplied stopping point (i.e., from TPARTl or TPART2) an update call is 
made from TRPART. This call references a user-supplied subroutine PART with 
parameters identifying the particular update poi.nt . Subroutine PART is the 
only major programming effort that the user must provide in conjunc~ion with 
TROMPP. The calling sequence and defining parameters for PART are described 
in §4 .3 . A..."l application cf the PARTupdates is illus"trated in §5 . 3 using 
lift coefficient grid stops. Flow charts for both GRPART and TRPART are given 
in Appendix B, with the listings given in Appendix A. 
The use of the stopping partitions is illustrated in t:he minimum- time-
to-climb problern described in §S. In this example, tabular data is used 
extensively in determining the right hand sid~s (RHS) of the ODE sys tem. The 
integration is to be stopped as the domain parameters of the table (e . g . , 
Mach number, lif~ coefficient , or altitude) cross the entries in t he appro-
priate grids . At these "crossi:J.gs " t he limits identifying t he table entries 
are shifted to des igna~e the ''new" region of t he table. These shifts are pos -
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sible during the updates provided in TRONPP (for TPARTl or TPART2 vectors ) or 
in RKF45T as the user-.supplied stopping conditions frorn subroutine SUBPHI are 
isolated. For the example presented in this report, SUBPHI isolates each Mach 
nurober and altitude entry in a total of four tables . 
The user··irnposed. stopping conditions TPARTl, i. e., the cubic spline analysis 
stops for the lift coeff1ci~nt (ciescribed in [3 ]) are supplied before any 
forward integration. These conditions will also be imposed curing t he back-
ward integrat.ion ( unless the user deactivates the partil:ion stop . ) The va l -
ues of t established during the forward integration as corresponding to Mach 
number or altitude grid stops (deterruined by the RKF45T trapping process) are 
imposed as TPART2 stops during the backward integration. The user has the 
opportunity to update the ODE system a1: each TPARTl and TPART2 .stcp as well 
as at any RKF45T update point. 
3. TABLE DESCRIPTION 
':"he desc:dption of th~:: table strucr.ure is best presented by exarnple. The 
1:ables defining l:he problern in §5 are expressed in general terms for easy 
adaptation to any ODE system J~equiring integr~t ion stops at grid values of 
user-supplied tables . Tne narnes used in the comrnon blocks are deli~erately 
"non-cornmital 11 so t:hat the structure can be applied to any p roble.rn. The 
structure of the tables is described thorou.ghly in [3] (The general 
description of the tables is written for six different tables, with changes 
for fewer tables re.quiring simple deletions and wit.h changes for rnore tables 
involving establishe.d pat:terns. The example in §5 uses only four tables.) 
As far as the evaluation. of the ODE sys1:ern is concerned, the user is give.n the 
indices of the !:>racketing grid eutries in the tables . Thes e s11bscript values 
are held in cornmon blocks, CONl, CON2, ·CON3, CON4 , CON5 and CON6, (described 
below) . The user rnakes no judgements as ·to the location of the domain param-
eters in relation to 1:b.eir :::espective gr ids . He merely uses the bounds 
definE:d by tte indices given in the cornmon blocks. The RKF45T package isc-
lates the gri.d crossin.gs first steppi ng over tb.e boundary and then iterating 
until the table grid value i s lccated accurately . Thus, t he given bounding 
valuas in the table will define all in~erpolaticn, even outside the grid area 
lir!.til t:he bound is located. Th·an the grid bounds ~Till be shifted and the new 
values will n~present thr~ function until another bound :i.s isolated. (See Fig-
ure 1. ) Such a representation of the 1:abul ar function give s a " fixed" 
description cf the fuaction and removes chattering araund grid bounds as they 
are crossed. Ta repeat, the user makes no judgement about the indices to be 
used fo:r interpolating . He us es those values provided through common blocks 
CON:i., . .. , CON6 . 
The update p rocedure is "autornatic" as far as the subrautirres evaluat ing the 
ODE are concer;J.ed. Thus, the user cons iders the tables a....1aJ.ys i s as hav ing two 
parts . One section defines the ta.bles (reads in data, defines the table size, 
dimension, etc., and evaluates the func~ion); the secend identifies the sl:op -
ping conditions a:nd updates tne boundary indices as the grids are c rossed . 
Al~hough the ~able structure is d~scribed thoroughly in [3], t he basic tab l e 
elernents are described brief l y below . The analysis o f the stopping conditions 
requires u.ser - supplied subroutines which are described for the minimum-
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Figure 1. Interpolation lirnits: Limits remain (Al, A2) even though the 
integration steps into the (A2, A3) region during the isolation of 
the A2 bound. After A2 is isolated, tte bounds are shifted to (A2, 
A3) 
essentially model routines, requiring few user changes. Others require "user 
construction". 
The most difficult task for the user concerning t:he tables is that of defin-
ing the elements and related parameters. While this job is merely one of 
bcokkeeping, the user must follow a defined structure in order that the com-
munication between RKT45T, TRONPP, and the tables i s correct. 
Each table is stored in a separate common bleck, named TABLEI, TABLE2, 
TABLE3, etc . , with the correspm1ding interpolating indices st:ored in CONl, 
CONZ, CON3, respectively. The additional common block for describing the 
tables is TLIMIT. TLIMIT defines pe.rameters related to all tables while 
TABLE'"" and GON* refer to the *th table. For the example in §S, the common 
blocks appear as fo llows: 
COHt10N/TABLE1/TlP1(26), TAB1(26) 
COM...l'10N/TABLE2/T2Pl (24), T2P2 (35), TAB2 (24, 35) 
COt-fr10NiTABLE3/T3Pl(26), T3P2 ( 11) , TAB3 ( 26, 11) 
COi-fr1GN/TABLE4/T4P1(26), T4P2(11), TAB4(26, 11) 
C0tfr10N/TLIMIT/I~~IC(4,2),NGE(4,2),NCCMP(4),~1ABLE 
COMHON/CONl/KLll,KUll 
COMMON/CON2/KL21, KU2 J, KJ_,22, KU22 
COMMON/CON3/KL31,KU31,KL32,KU32 
COH~10N/CON4/KL41 ,KU41 ,KL42, KU42 
The TABLE comrnon blocks define the e lements in the tables. The TPl and TP2 
vectors are referred to e.s d·:m:ain parameters and may be "over-dimensioned" 
(where the designati11g table number is suppressed). Table 1 has only one 
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domain parameter (TlPl), tables 2, 3, and 4, have two such parameters (T2Pl, 
T2P2 for table 2, etc.) Tables 5 snd 6 do not exist. The tabu l ar function, 
TAB, associatas TP l with the first subscript, TP2, with the second, and TP3, 
with the third (or as far as the dimensioning goes), for each table. The 
p .. wamete:::-s in TLH1IT are described oelow. The .s.ctual number of TP eleroents is 
stored "~n NGE. (For example, the nurober of T2Pl eleroents is given by 
NGE(2,1)). The TP arrays may be over dimensioned (therefore the need for the 
NGE values). If the give~ tables are "full11 , the NGE values for t:he given 
tables would be: 
NGE (1, 1) = 26 
NGE(2,1) = 24 NGE(2,2)=35 
NGE(3,1) = 26 NGE( 3,2)=11 
NGE(4 , 1) = 26 NGE(4,2)=11 
INDIC ic!·.:mt:ifes the TP paramete:rs, in a general sense, e.g. , as ~lach number, 
altitude, or lift coeffi~ient . This vector provides the cororounication 
bet;;,;ee.n the tables and the RKF45T packate. In the coromon blocks given ( for 
·the exarople in §5), the "non-coromittal " names, e.g., T2Pl, represent specific 
parameters. The doroain parameters for the example i~ §.5 a r e listed below: 
TlPl is Mach number, 
T2Pl is Mach number, T2P2 is lift coefficient 
T3Pl is Mach number, T3P2 is altitude 
T4P1 is Mach nurober, T4P2 is altitude 
These TP parameters must be associated with the trapping parameters, TRPR, 
analyzed i~ the RKF45T program. Tnis associat i on occurs through the vector 
INDIC. In this exarople, 
Mach number is associated ldth trapping pararoeter 1 
altitude is associated \vith trapping p2.rameter 2 
lift coefficient is asscciated with trspping parame-ter 3 
i . e., Nach number will be associa~ced with TRPR(l), altitude, with TRPR(2), 
and lift coefficient with TRPR(3) (if the lift coefficient is handled as such 
a parameter) . (The trappi~g parameters are def:!_ried f ully in [3] . Here the 
reader only needs to 1-'..now ·that the erdering is a:rbitrary a.."ld user-supplied, 
and that the trapping parruaeters serve as the cor~ecting l i nk between the 
tables and the RKF45T package througn the ir.dicator INDIC. ) 
If INDIC(*,**) - J, then table nurober ~·, paramete.r number '"* 
is associated with TRPR(J). 
In the given exarople , each TP grid r epresenting Mach nurober rous t be desig-
nat<ad "1" altitude roust be designated "2" lift coefficient roust be desig-
nated "3". This requ.irement assigns the follmdng values to INDIC: 
INDIC(l,l) = 1 
INDIC(2,1 ) = ' INDIC(2,2) = 3 .L 
INDIC(3,1) ·- 1 INDIC(3 ,2 ) = 2 
INDIC(4,1 ) - 1 
' 
UIDIC(4,2) - 2 
Set ::ing the I NDIC par .7meters ccr rectly is an essential part of the table 
definition. 
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NCOMP(>'<) is t he dimension of the TAB~'< parameter, i.e., t:he number of domain 
vectors, not tb.e length of the vectors. For example, NCOMP(3)=2, states that 
TAB3 is analyzed as a two dimensional table. For the above example, 
NCOMP(l) = 1 
NCOMP(2) = 2 
NCOMP(3) = 2 
NCOMP(4) = 2 
~1ABLE is simply the nurober of tables being analyzed. (For this example, NTA-
BLE=L~.) 
The CON common blocks hold the indices of the tab le parameters to be used in 
interpolating the tabula~ f unctions, i .e. , CON l stores the current interpo-
lating indices for table 1, CON2 for table 2, etc. The bounds us ed for 
interpolating the given tables are: 
Domain parameters 
Lower bound 

































TAB4 (KUL~ 1, KL42) 
TAB4(KU4l,KU42) 
Further details concerning th~ descript:ion of the tables me.y be found in [ 3] . 
4 . SUB ROUTINES FOR LOCATING GRID PO INTS 
Use.r-supplied subrautirres for isolating grid values of tabular data a r e a l so 
described by exa~ple. The routines described here are model routines, where 
SUBPHI and BOlTNCE require few user changes, i>ihile PHIPAR and particularly 
PART will require. more user at·cention. The pu!:'posc: of each subroutine is 
described belcw : 
PHIPP..R 
SUBPHI 
is structured by the us8r and gives the current values cf t he 
parameters used as stopping conditions (trapping paramete!:'s) 
during the integration. 
evaluates t·ne PHI c.omponents a.fter each successful st: ep and ref -




shifts the indices for the g:rid values in each table as the grid 
entries are reached. 
is Gsed to supply ~~d upda~e the TPARTl and TPART2 vectors for 
the user-supplied par~ition (independent variable) stops during 
the integration. 
These subroutines are described in detail in the following subsections . 
Examples of the. ro"L;.tin·~s are listed in Appendix A with clarifying headings , 
4.1 Subroutine PHIPAR 
Subroutine PHIPAR evaluates the trappi~g parameters at the current value of 
t. The trapping parameters, TRPR(I), are the current values of the parameters 
being trapped. These terms sppear in the domain of at least one table , and 
thus, are designated as TRPR(I) elements whi.ch the R..T(F45T package is to ana-
lyze. Each TRPR(I) component has two bracketing values f rom the table 
entries which are the current stopping points widch the RKF4ST package seeks. 
T:.1.e user orders the TRPR elements arbi~rar:i. ly when designing the PHIPAR sub -
routine. Once the order is established, the user i s to convey that 
information to the tables through the vector, INDIC described in §3 and [3] . 
The standard calling sequence. for PHIPAR is 
SUEROUTINE PHIPAR(MODE,NEQN,T,Y,YP,NTRPR,TRPR,TRPRP) 
whose parameters are identified in the program description in Appendix A. The 
basic struct:1re of the subroutine is user-suppliad . The user must be sure 
tha·t the order sel acted. for the TRPR(I) elements is properly related to the 
tables through the INDIC vector. The user must supply the current values of 
TRPR and TRPRP (the derivative of TRPR) when PHIPAR is referanced by the 
RKF45T package (MODE=l). If the user references PHIPAR separately, MODE may 
be used to designate the sou.rce. Clar:i.fying remarks concerning the calling 
sequence and use of PHIPAR may be ~ound in the program listing in Appendix A. 
4. 2 Subroutine SUBPHI 
Subroutine SUBPHI evaluates the functions which define the grid crossings in 
the tables. Once a grid boundary has been isolated, SUBPHI (along with 
BOUNDS) updates the grid limits in the tables . SUBPHI is essential to the 
en~ire trapping procedure and mer.its a thorough descr i ption. The use of SUB-
PHI is described in detail in [1 ) and [2) . The main sections of the routine 
a.re described below. 
SUBPHI has three basic secticns: (l) the initialization block, (2) t~e PHI 
vector evaluation, and (3) the update portion. The ba.sic structure of STjBPHI 
need not be changed regardless of the nurober of tables . Details related to 
specific problems enter through common blocks (w!üch would have to be 
eltered) and through PHIPAR. Otherwise, the structure of SUBPHI is standard. 
(The user may wish to modify SUBPHI, however, if additional stopping condi-
tions are desired not related to the ~ables.) 
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The PHI vector is treated in each section of SUBPHI, requ:u:~:ng current values 
of the TRPR vec~or from PHIPAR. (PHIP.\R is refercnced immediately upon entry 
into SUBPHI.) A PHI vector must be choser. which changes sign as it passes 
through zero, i. e. , the PHI funct ion should not "bounce 11 on a zero. (For a 
description on "bouncing11 see [1] .) The functio:n 
PHI(l) = (ZU - Z)*(Z - ZL) 
is positive wheneve= ZL < Z < ZU and negative whenever Z < ZL or Z > ZU . 
Thus, if ZL CL.!d ZU identify ccnsecutive grid values, the PHI function suits 
our purpose quite ~vell. The one difficulty which might occur concerns the 
"size" of the PHI function, e. g., the magnitude of the altitude is on the 
order of l.D+03, while t he magnitude of the Mach nurober is on the order of 
l . OD+OO . Thus, a scaled PHI cornponent is introduced 
PHI(I) = (BOUNDU(I) - TRPR(I))'':(TRPR(I) - BOUNDL(I))i SCALE(I) 
where SC.ALE(I) = 0.5DO ~-: (BOTJNDU(I)-BOUNDL(l)) 
* (DABS (BOUNDU) + DABS (BOUNDL(I)) 
Each trapping parameter has it.s own bounds, BOUt\TDL, BOUNDU, chosen from all 
of the grids in the tables associated 1-iith that parameter .. (The grea.test lew-
er bo~•d and least upper bound are selected from the associated grids.) The 
TRPRP vector, the derivatives of TRPR, is generated in PHIPAR (or set equal 
to zero) so that PHIP(I) terms (estimates, or dummy values) may be evaluated. 
Botn PHI(I) and PHIP(I) are evaluated in DO loops so that no user changes are 
required to determine the values of these parameters. 
4. 2. 1 The I nitialization Block 
The initialization is identified through the parameter , KOUNTR=O. In this 
o l ock) the EOC~IDL and BOUNDU values are determined by referencing subroutine 
INITBD. The structure of INITBD is standard with the only adaptations needed 
for o~her programs, being in the two cornmon blocks (which may be copied from 
SUBPHI). Subroutine WARN is called ~o checkthat appropriate bounds have been 
set . (WARN, listed in Appendix A, prints warning rnessages if the given bounds 
are viola~ed. The subroutine is not essential to the table analysis, but pro-
vides an important safety check . ) The SCALE(I) values are also set in the 
initialization bleck using the BOUNDL a.:1d BOUNDU values just est.ablished . The 
initialization block, identified by KOUNTR=O, is referenced at the beginning 
of each iteration. Table limits should have already been established by the 
user in the TROt1PP i nitialization call (either in subroutine Z\VEIGE or in 
subroutine PAl~T). (SUBPHI has already referenced PHIPAR so the current TRPR 
values are available.) No discussion of the calling sequence is needed since 
the communication between SUBPHI and INITBD is not changed by t he user . 
4 .2.2 Evaluating the PHI Functions 
Th~ section evaluating PHI(I) and PHIP(I) is straightforward. The PiU func -
-cions are def i ned in function statements using the scaled expression in §1+ . 2. 
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If the use.c wants to print the ·functions, the following inforroation is of 
iroportance . SUBPHI is referenced a.fter every integration step . If INDEX == 0, 
the trapping iteration is not active. If INDEX > 0, PHI(INDEX) is currently 
being analyzed in the RKF45T system. Thus, the user wanting information only 
during the trapping iteration (er never during the iteration) has a "flag" in 
the parameter INDEX. 
4.2.3 The Update Section 
Once a boundary has been isolated, SUBPHI is referenced in order that the 
user may make updates in the tables and ODE expressions. The current TRPR 
value.s are det€,rmined before entering the update section. INDEX indicates 
which trappi ng para~eter (or actually which PHI component) is being updated. 
The "lower" or "upper" bounciary is identified by checking the derivative of 
PHI(INDEX) with respect to TRPR(INDEX). (PHI(INDEX) is paraboli~ (nose up) in 
terrns Qf TRPR(INDEX), so that if PHIP(I.:®EX) (with respect to TRPR(INDEX)) is 
positive, a lower boundary i s being crossed, and if the valae is negative, an 
upper boundary is being crossed.) The boundary information is needed in 
BOUNDS which upd~tes the tables. 
4.2.4 Subroutine SOUNDS 
When a grid value has been isolated by the RKF45T peckage, the value rnust 
first be identified as an upper or lower boundary. With this information the 
user knows in which directicn to sh ift the subscripts. The update of the 
table parameter subscripts, however, is cornplicated by the fact that several 
table parameter arrays may be associated with the trapping parameter being 
updated, e. g ., four ~lach numbe::- grids are used in d.efining the tables, not 
all ele.ments being identical. T'nus, a separate subroutine, BOUNDS, is refer-
enced to sort through a ll tables analyzing any dornain pararneter grid which is 
being updated, and choosing the bounds from amcng all of these arrays. 
Upon entry into BOUNDS , the update point has been identified as either an 
upper or lower boundary. BOUNDS compares INDIC(I ,J) with INDEX, the index of 
1:he TRPR pararoeter being updated, for each tal:>le, I, and each domain parame-
ter , J. I f pararneter J frorn table I is tobe updated, BOUNDS shifts the bounds 
one unit in the correct direction. The lower and upper subscript values are 
stored in IBL(I,J) and IBU(I,J), respectively. TABBND is referenced toset 
the adjusted IBL(I,J) and IBU(I,J) equal to the corresponding KL and KU val-
ues from comrnon bleck CON for t able I, ru1d to set GRIDL(I,J) and GRIDU(I,J) 
equal to the corresponding TP values from table I perameter grid J . Upon 
ret:urn to BOUNDS, G:i\IDL(I,J) or GRIDUli,J) may be a9-justed slightly if the 
isolated boundary has not: yet been crossed, to ensure the correct sign of tha 
PHI co!!lponent at update. As each table i s analyzed, t:he maximum o[ the 
adjusted GRIDL values is chosen as the new lower bound for TRPR(INDEX), with 
the min imum of the adjusted GRIDU values, as the new upper bound. 
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4 .3 Subroutine PART 
The user is requi.red to supply the subroutine PART tvhich may be used to sup-
ply a vector, TPARTl, of stopping values (independent varic.ble stops) for any 
fon'lard integration and/or a Vcctor, TPART2, of stopping values for the back-
wa:::d in-.:Ggration. (The user is not required to supply either TPARTl or 
TPART2.) Part is ref8renced before any integn.tion is initialized. If a 
TPARTl vector is supplied, the stopping conditions will be imposed on the 
independent variable du:dng the f.:)rward integration. At each stopping point , 
PART will be called i n an update mode so t hat the user may update t he ODE sys-
tem if needed . The TPAi\Tl vector will also be itJposed on the backward 
integration (if backward differen c i ng is used), although t he user has the 
opportunity to deactivate its use before the backward ir.tegration begins. The 
user also has the opportunity to impose a second vector of stopping condi-
tion:s T?ART2, on the backward integration. If either TPARTl or TPART2 stops 
are active, PART will be called i.n an update mode as the stops are encount-
ered. 
The c a lling sequence for PART is: 
SUoROUTINE PART(MODE,TPARTl,~TPRTJ.,ISTOPl,TPART2,NTPRT2,ISTOP2, 
1 FINTEG,NEQN,T,Y,YP) 
If MODE=!, PART is being called in the initialization mode, i .e., before the 
integration begins. 
If FINTEG = . TRUE., the integration i s i n the f or ward direction; if FINTEG = 
.FALSE., the integration i s in the backward d irect ion. 
If the user is supplying a TPARTl vector, he rnust a lso declare the length of 
t.be vector, NTPRTl. Similarly, if the user is s upplying a TPART2 vector, the 
length, NTPRT2, must also be given . In the input mode, ISTOPl and ISTOP2 play 
r.o role. The ODE soh:tion and -ehe der ivat ive evaluation are available, at T, 
witi:t the variable dimension parameter, NEQN, giving the l ength of t he vectors 
Y a.:d YP. 
If MODE=2, PART is being called in the update mode . If ISTOPl is non-zero, 
TPARTl (ISTOPl) is being updated at the current value of T, Y, and YP . If 
ISTOP2 is non-zero, TPART2(ISTOP2) is being updated . Both TFARTl and TPART2 
components can correspond to the same value of T, so one may have two updates 
with one ca11 . 
The use of PART i s desc:::ibed in the example giver. in t his report. The subrou-
tim~ i s used to s1;pply stops corre:sponding to lift coefficient g rid elements . 
These stops (TPARTl ) are lmposeci in bot!: forwar d and backward integrat ions. 
As the forward intagration is pe::cformed, additional stops f r om t he R1.'F45T 
package are stored to be used as a TPP~T2 array of scopping cond i tions in the 
backward in~egration. The examp ~e PART and reL~ted routines are discussed in 
§5 . 3. 
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5. THE MINIMUM-TIME-TO-CLIMB PROBLEM USING LINEARLY INTERPO-
LATED TABULAR DATA 
'!'ha RKF45T system with a table structure defined briefly in §3 (and 
thoroughly in [3]) is used to solve the minimum-time-to-climb problern for 
the equations of motion given in §5. 1 . 
5.1 State Equations 
The equations of motion of an aircraft in the vertical pl~1e in a flight path 
coordina~e system are: 
(5 .1) V' = g (T - D)/W - sin 0 j 
(5.2) o' = er ö p s V2 ctf(2W) - cos 0 ] I V 
(5. 3) h' = V sin 0 
(5.4) iv' = SFC * "T' j. 
with V, the velocity, o, the flight path angle, h, the altitude, and W, the 
weight. SFC is the specific fucl consumption, supplied by tabular data. The 
remaining parameters are p, the air density, 3, the planform area, T, the 
thrust, and D, the drag. The Nach nurnber is defined as, M = V/a, with a, the 
speed of sound expressed as a function of h. The thrust is given by 
T = T c~ (M,h) ö 
max '.t 
where the power setting, c5, ~dll be he:i.d constant in the exarnple presented. 
With c and ö prescribed as functions of t, and with initial conditions V 
o , h , and \v given at t=O, (5.1) - (5.4) may be integrated. 
The drag coefficient may be written, cD = 
where 
D = [cD + tJ.c0 ] p S V
2 1 2 
0 
and 
cD + !J.c D giving 
0 
are both given in terrns of tabular data "'hich is to be inte.rpolated linearly 
(using the bilinear interpola.tion formulas given in [3]) . The additional pa-
rameters, c~ = cT (M,h) and SFC = SFC(M,h), arealso expressed in terms of 
tabular. data which is tobe interpolated similarly. 
The c1 (t) ( and 6 (t)) controls are to be determined so that the final 
condit1.ons: Vf , iS' f , and hf are sat.isfied wi1:h 
(5 . 5) 
or 
(5. 6) 
tf - minimum 
W(t -) ::: maximum 
f 
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(mi nimum time) 
(minimu:n fuel consumption) 
Optimal con::rol "theory gives the ccmditions under which the cost function 
(5 .5) or (5.6) reeches an extremum. The Hsmiltonian function is: 
(5 . 7) H : -:>.. V' - 'A Z"' - :>.. h' )" W' V l h - W 
The Legrangian multipliers , determined from the Euler equations: 
(5. 8) 
(5. 9) 
(5. 10 ) 
( 5. 11) 
:>..' = - :>.. g ~aTiaV - ao;aV]IW - :>.. g [p s c ICZW) + (cos J)/V 2 ] 
V V o L 
- A. sin h 
= 
J + xw [T asFc;av + sFc aT;av] 
:>.. ' = - :>.. 8 [aTiah - ao;ahJ/W - :>.. g v s c (ap;ah)/(2 W) h V L 
AI = 
1·7 
+ l [T 'dSFC/ah + SFC 3T/3h] 
VJ 
The partial derivatives with respect to V and h are: 
aT;av - T cac;av)o 
max T 
wl":ere ac ;av 
T 
= (<k I 'OH) ('dM /'dV) 
T 
where 3c /'dV = (oc jaM) (3~1I3V) 
D D 
asFCiaV = casFc;a~) caMiaV) 
ar;ah - · T ·[ac /8h + (k /m) ('drtla~) (ae/'dh) 
max T T 
c + p v 2 s ( ac 1 a ~1) C aN ;a a ) ( a a / a h) J 1 2 
D D 
asrc;ah = asFc jah + casFc 1 aM) (3M/aa) (aa;ah) 
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In the case of linearly interpolated data all the above expressions have 
jumps at each of the corresponding table grid entries. Data for t he given 
problern has been taken from [ 6 j , describing the F-4 Pha.""ltom. 
5 .2 Defining the Right-Hand-Sides 
The right hand sides of the ordinary differential equations ccntain disconti-
nuities if ~he tables used in de~ermining the drag coefficient, thrust coef-
ficient, and specific fuel consumpticn are interpolated linearly. The RKF45T 
package is used to isolate each of the discontinui~ies as they are encount-
sred. The discontinuities correspond to the g=id entries of the domain vec-
~ors defining the tables. Thus, these points are imposed as stopping 
conditicns for the R1.'F4.5T system. Nore specifically, the trapping 
parameters, (Mach number, lift coefficient, and altitude) are located in each 
of their r~spective table grids with the current bracketing indices from 
these g!'ids used as stoppi.ng values. \{hen a grid value is isolated, tb.e 
bracketing indices are shifted and "new" 1imits are imposcd. The ODE is then 
reevaluated always using the curL·ent indices. 
When the user programs the right hand sides of the ODEs, he makes no judge-
ments as to the location of the trapping parameters. He is supplied with the 
current bracketing indices for each trapping parameter in each table through 
the common blocks CONl, CON2, CON3 and CON4 with the values of the äomain 
grids ar.d tabular functions in TABLEl, TABLE2, TABLE3, and TABLE4. (See §3.) 
The ODEs are to be wri tten in terms of this information. vlb.en a shift in 
indices occurs, the shift takes place outside the FJIS system of subroutines . 
All information in RHS is currant, corresponding to conditions at T. 
Th.e subroutines describing the RHS system for the equations in §5 . 1 are list-
ed in Appendix A. This system includes : RHS, FDRAG, FTRIEB, FAUl, LIFTC, 
PLIFTC, MATRXl, and MATRX2 . The "main" program of this system is RHS which 
"organizes" the YP values. The additional subroutines supply the following 









determines drag and pa~tial derivatives of drag with respect 
to veloci ty and altitude 
determines thrus t and partial derivatives of thrust with 
respect to velocity and altitude 
determines density and air speed and derivatives with 
respect to altitude 
determines lif~ coefficient and derivative of lift ~oeffi­
cient with respect to T 
determines 1ift coefficient a.""ld derivative of lift coeffi-
cient with respect to T , using perturbed coefficients from 
the TROHPP system (used in generating the gradient evalu-
ations) 
per f or ms one dimensional matrix mu ltiplication (for fcrming 
the gradient evaluations) 
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HATR..X2 performs two dimensional matrix multiplication subroutine 
(fcr forming tb.e gradient evaluations) 
The FDRAG anci FTRIEB subroutines need further clarification since these two 
routines handle the tabular data . The other routines are documented suffi-
c iently in the listing in Appendix A. 
5.2. 1 Subroutine FDRAG 
In determining ~he drag, subroutine FDRAG requires tabular data from TABLEl 
and TABLE.Z and cor!"esponding indices from CONl and CON2. These values will 
ha.ve al:ready been set each time ~hat RHS is referenced. 
Si . .Dce FDRAG is a particular applicaticn, t:he paramete:rs in the common blccks 
have been rene.med to me.ke identification eas ier. The common blocks, as they 




CO~lMON I CON2 I 
AHl(/.6), TAB1(26) 
AH2(24), CA2(35), TAB2(24,35) 
K'"ML 1 ;K~IU 1 
I01L2 ,KNU2 ,KCAL2 ,KCAU2 




giving the current lo~er bracketing index on Mach number 
giving the current upper bracketing index an Mach nurober 
Table 2 gives the ~c data as a function of Mach nurober anci lift coeff.i -
cient. Tne bracketing grid values are : 
AM2 (:':Ci'!L2) giving the current 1cwer bracketing index on Mach numbe.r 
AN2(KMU2) giving tho current upper bracketing index on Mach nurober 
CA2(KCAL2) giv::.ng ':he current lower bracketing index on lift coefficient 
CA2(KCAU2) ,giving t h.e cur-:cent upper bracketing inde:z c.n lift coefficient 
The bilinear interpola-cion formula.s along with the derivative formulas a~e 
given as functicn statements (See [ 3].). Thus, when an interpolated value is 
generatad, the user need only b e concerned with t-y-ping the subscri.pts cor-
rectly. 
Tne FDRAG subroutine may be used in two modes. i'1ode 1 determines only t he 
drag. Mode 2 determines drag and its partial derivatives ~ith respect to 
velocity and 3.ltitune (which are needeC. if backward differencing is used to 
generate gradi ents in TROMPF ) . 
5 . 2.2 Subroutine FTRIEB 
In. deterl!lir.. ing thrust , s ubrout i ne FTRIE B requires t abular data from TABLE3 
a.nd TABLE4 a.nd. cor·responding i"adices from CON3 and CON4. These values will 
have already been set each time that RHS is refe r enced. 
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Since FTRIEB i s a perticular app l ication, the parameters in t he coromon blocks 
have been renarned to rnake identif.ication easier . The c.omrnon blocks, as they 
appear in FTRIEB, are : 
cmiMON/TABLE3 1 
COMMON /TAI3LE!+ I 
COMMON/CON3/ 
COMMON/CON4/ 
AH3(26), !!3(11), TAB3(26,11) 
AM4( 26) , H4(11), TAB4(26,11) 
KML3,KMU3,KHL3,KHU3 
Kt114 , KMU4 , KHL4 , KHU4 
Table 3 gives the Csi data as a function Mach nurober and altitude. The 
bracketing grid values are: 
M13(KML3) giving the current lower bracketing indax on Mach numbe r 
AM4(KMU4) giving the current upper bracketing index on Mach nurobe r 
H3(1G113) giv ing the current lower bracketing index on alt itude 
H3 (K1IU3) giving the current upper bracketing index on altitude. 
Table 3 gives the SFC data as a function Nach nurober and a ltitude . The 
bracketing grid values are: 
AM4(K!-1L4) 
AM4(KMU4) 






the current lower 
the current upper 
the current lower 
the current upper 
bracketing index on Mach nurober 
bracketing index on Mach nurober 
bracketing index on alt i tude 
bracketing index on alt itude . 
Tne bilinear interpolation formul as along with the derivative formu las are 
given as function sta~ernents. Thus, ~vhen an interpolated value is gene r at ed , 
the user need only be concerned wi th typing the subscripts correctly . 
The FTRIEB subroutine may be used in t•..:o modes . Mode 1 deter rnines only t he 
thrust. ~1ode 2 deterrnines ·thrust and its partial derivatives with respect to 
ve l ocity and altitude (which are needed if backward diffe r encing is used to 
generate gradients in TROMPP). 
5 . 2.3 Setting-up the Trapping System 
The ODE expression, described in §5 . 1, requires no knmvledge of the trapping 
system, merely the use of the indices supplied as a result of the t r app i n.g 
procedure. Now the user rnust forget ~he RHS systern and concern hirnself with 
setting the traps for the indices . The comrnunicat i on bettveen these two sys -
teros occurs through the cornmon blocks TABLE* and cow:, where, for this exarn-
ple , * = 1,2,3, or 4. 
The table structur e is thoroughly described in [3 ] , including the defi~itions 
of the related cornmon blocks. ~at report also gives an example o f subrou-
tines for initializing and later adjust ing the bracketing values of the TRPR 
values for linear interpola~ion. Once the table structure is understood, the 
"t:capping analysis centers on the generation of the stopping vectors, TPARTl 
end TPART2, and on t he use of SUBPHI "t o stop the integration at the grid boun-
daries not handled i n TPARTl. The TPART1 vec tor i s established before each 
in~egration in subroutine PART. PART is a l s o respons ible for the updates of 
the TPART1 vector. TPART2 is established through the SUB?HI updates as the 
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forward integration progresses. In t he backward integration, the. SUBPHI 
analys is is suspended , and PART becornes respons ible for updating conditions 
at each TPART2 s t cp. 
5.3 Subroutine PA~T 
The general description of P~~T (§4.3) r.eeds tobe extended, since, for this 
example, PART suppl i es the stopping conditions for the lift coefficient in 
t~e forward integration and all stopping conditions in any backward inte-
gration. While many of the remarks in this section pertain to the current 
example, the pattern may be extended to the general problem. The PARTroutine 
for the current example is listed in Appendix A. 
5 .3. 1 Subroutine PART, Mode 1, Forward Integration 
Node 1 initic.lizes conditions for the forwarc integration. If TROMP is refer-
enced in the fonv·ard diff~rencing mode (IMPULS=.FALSE.), the TPART1 vector is 
dete.rmi:1ed but no TPART2 analysis is activated. If TROMP is referenced in the 
backward differencing mode (H!PULS=. TRUE.), the TPARTl analysis is again 
active. lf the grsdient is oeing generated (IG=2), the TPART2 vector is also 
initialize1. 
5.3.i.l Subroutine PART , Mode 1, Forward Integration , Forward Differenc-
ing 
In mode 1 during the forward integrat :.cn, PART is asked t ::; supply the TPART1 
vector (and define the length, t·rl'PRT1). (NTPRTl=-=Q upon tmtry into PART. Fai-
lure to ;:eset NTPRTl will activate r!O T.PARTl vecto:r stops. ) PART may also be 
used for the general init::.alizaticn of the particular integration. 
The example presen.ted uses PART to set the table indices before the inte-
gration begins , by referenc .i..ng TABLI~l. (See [3) .) Thus, the RHS system is 
given the prope= information at 1=0, before being referenced. PART then pro-
ceeds t:o locate T values which corresponci -co the lift coefficient grid 
entries in Table 2, since the lift coefficient, expressed as a cubic spline, 
can be analyzed analy~ically. The T values corresponci ing to the lift coeffi-
c ient stops will be imposed as the TPARTl vector. PART reterences PARTCA to 
identify these T values. Transfering t he analysis to PARTCA ( and further to 
SHIFT and QROOT) is designed to streemline the logic in PART. (PARTCA, SHIFT, 
aud QROOT are described in [3).) The TPART1 vector is returnc-.d to PART from 
PARTCA and the ini -cia l indices are stored in common olock CON2, corresponding 
to t:he secend domain parameter (which is the lift coefficient ) . Thus, the 
lift coef ficient grid stops are completely identified before the integration 
begins. 
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5.3.1.2 Subroutine PART, Mode 1, Forward Integration, Backware Diffet~­
encing 
In mode 1 (during the forward integration) with backward differencing being 
used, PART establishes the TPA.~Tl vector as in the for..;ard differencing anal-
ysis (§5.1.1.1) . If a gradient is being evaluated, a backward integration 
will be used in which the stopping points located by the SUBPHI program will 
be imposed as the TPA..l\T2 vector. The initial point in the TPART2 vector (T=O) 
along with the associated parameters (in ~his example , the LPOINT vector and 
NPOINT) must be set. TI1e parameters associated with the TPART2 stops are 
described in §5.4.1 . ) 
5.3.2 Subroutine PART, Mode 2, the Update Mode 
Mode 2 of PART deals with the update of a TPARTl or a TPART2 vector element . 
The analysis involves the shifting of indices and reevaluation of the deriva-
tive to correspond to the adjusted conditions. If forward differencing is 
being used, only a TPARTl vector stop is possible . If backward differencing 
is being used, then the TPARTl vector stops are updated in the forward inte-
gration in the same manner used in forwa:rd differencing. In the backward 
int.egration, both the TPARTl and TPART2 vector stops are imposed, with the 
type of update identified through ISTOP1 and ISTOP2. Once the "type of stop" 
is identified, the update again consists of shifting indices and reevaluating 
the ODE. 
5.3.2.1 Subroutine PART, Mode 2, Forward Integration, Forward or Back-
ward Diffsrencing 
Mode 2 during the forward integration identifies the update of a TPARTl stop. 
(Only ~he TPARTl stops are active in PART during the fon.:ard integration, so 
no update confusion occurs between TPARTl and TPART2.) ISTOPl is supplied to 
identify the component of TPARTl, i. e., T=TPART1 (ISTOPl). In the initializa-
t:ion phase, PARTCA delivered not only TPARTl(J) values but also co r responding 
IPA...~TL(J) and IPARTU(J) value.s to identify the bracketing indices of the T2P2 
(lift coefficient) grid. (The parame~ers are identified as TVECT, IVECTL, and 
IV'ECTJ in PARTCA.) The IBL(:?.,2) and KL22 values are. set equal to the 
IPARTL(ISTOPl) value, while the IBU(2 ,2) and 1.1122 values are set equal to the 
IPARTU(ISTOPl) value. The GrtiDL(2,2) and GRIDU(2,2) values are then set equal 
to the T2P2(KL22) and T2P2(KU22) values, respectively . Once the bounds have 
been shifted, the user must evaluate the derivative since the slopes will 
change after update. WARN is also referenced to ensure t hat the oounds are 
set correct ly . Thus, once the TPARTl vector is established in the initializa-
tion mode of PART, the analysis of the TPARTl vector consists of :nerely 
shifting the subscripts and reevaluating the derivative at update . 
5.3. 2. 2 Subrout!r.e PART,. Mode 2, Backward Integration, ( Backward Dif-
fe•·encing) 
:1ode 2 during the backward integrati::m updates either a TPARTl or a TPART2 
stop. The type of stop is i dentif ied through the parameters ISTOPl and 
ISTOP 2 . (ISTOPl=JJ, JJ non-zero, i d ent i fies the stop as TPARTl(JJ); 
ISTOP2=KK, KK non-zero, ident i fies t he s-cop as TPART2 (KK), where both a 
TPARTl ru1d TPART2 stop may be a ctive at t h e s a me update point . ) The TPART1 
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updates are similar to those in the forward integration, t he difference being 
that the direction of integration is reversed. The TPART2 updates invo lve the 
analysis of the three-dime;Jsional vect.or LPOIN1, (described in detail in 
§5.4.1). LPOINT(I,J,ISTOP2)=LL, LL non-z~:>ro, indicates the ILL!th point in 
table I, table parameter J. ISTOP2 is the index of the TPART2 element used as 
the stopping conditioa. LL is used to de1:ermine the new l ower bound on the 
parameter being update.d. An example of the index adjustment is given in 
§5. 4 . 1 . Once t.he IBL and IBU bounds are est:ablished, the. update procedure is 
similar to that followed in the lift coefficient update . 
5.4 SUBPHI Stops for Establishing the TPART2 Vector 
Section 4.2 describes the use of SUBPHI for stopping the integration whenever 
a component of PHI vanishes (i.e., in this example, whenever a Mach number or 
a lt itude grid entry is crossed) . During the boundary s hifting analysis in the 
forward int egr at ion , the user may s tore inf ormation about the current stop-
ping values so tha1: they ma.y be used as the TFART2 stopp ing conditions during 
the backward integrations (avoiding the tcapping analysis a secend 1:ime). 
This analysis is performed in BOl~DS if the forward integration ls active and 
a gradieat evaluatioa (IG=2) is being generated in TRm1PP. The TPART2 vector 
is named PVECT with the three dimensional vector LPO INT identifying the 
tabl e, table parameter, and PVECT point and with NPOI~~ ident ifying the nuro-
be r of points cu:::-rently in PVECT. LPOINT(I, J, K) = LL, gives informat ion about 
table I, table parameter J, fcr the current point, TPART2=PVECT(K). If LL=O, 
no update is being made concerning this table pararneter. If the update occurs 
at the current lower bcund (the netv upper bound), LL < 0 . I f the update 
cccurs at the cu~rent ~pper bound (the new lower bound) , LL > 0. In either 
case ILLI is the value of IBL(I,J) AFTER the bounds are updated. 
5.4 .1 Clarification of LPOJNT values at Update 
The following exampl.e is given 1:0 .:::larify the upda1:e procedure for the TPART2 
vector elements using the appropriate LPOINT values. 
Assurne that the fol l owing grid is being analyzed , the T2P1 grid with the 
integration s1:ops during the forward integration bei~g l abeled ' 'a,b,c,d , and 
" e . 
a===>=======b====>====c=>=== 
' e=<=d=<= 
-- -+----------+---------+--------··- -+---------+-- -------+-
T2Pl indices: 4 5 6 7 8 
Integration Nmv Bounds LP0b1(2, 1, "':) 
stop IBL IBU 
a 5 6 ..,... 5 
b 6 7 6 
c 7 8 + 7 
d 6 7 - 6 
e 5 6 - 5 
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For example, at update of "a", the new bounds will be IBL (2,1)=5 and 
IBU (2, 1 )=6. The update occurs at the new lower bound (the previous upper 
bound), and therefore, LPOINT(2,1,a) is given a positive sign, the magnitude 
being IBL(2, 1) after update. At update of "d", the new bounds are 
IBL(2,1)=6, IBU(2,1)=7, where r:d" is at the new "upper" boundary (the previ-
ous lower bound). Thus, LPOINT has a "negative" sign, the magnitude being the 
new IBL(2, 1). 
In integrating backwards, the process starts at "e" and moves toward " d'' . The 
update formula for IBL and IBU at "d" when integrating from T=l to T=O is: 
IBL(2,1) = ILPOINT(2,1,d)l - ISIGN(l,LPOINT(2,1,d)) 
new 
= 6 - (-1) = 7 
IBU(2,1) = IBL(2,1) + 1 = 8 
new new 
t..•hich does indeed represent the conditions for integratin g from "d" towards 
"c". To continue t:he exarnple (with LPOINT > 0), as the integration reaches 
"c" (from the "d" direction), 
IBL(2, 1) = ILPOINT(2,l,c) I - ISIGN(l,LPOINT(2,1,c)) 
new 
= 7 - (+1) = 6 
IBU(2,1) = IBL(2,1) + 1 = 7 
new new 
which sets the bounds correctly for integrating from "c" towards "b" . The 
general formula for updating the IBL coefficient for table *, parameter **, 
at TPART2(ISTOP2) i s 
IBL(~'<', *~~) =I LPOINT (*, ** . ISTOP2) I - ISIGN ( 1, LPOINT('"', '"'"', ISTOP2)) 
new 
IBU(*, ''*) = IBL('"',*'"' ) + 1 
new new 
where LPOINT('~,**,ISTOP2) is non-zero. If LPOINT(*,'"'"',ISTOP2)=0 , the inte-
gration stop does not correspond to the table *, paramete r ** grid and no 
update should be made. 
6. SUBROUTINES FOR TREATING TABULAR DATA 
Due ~o the large nurober of subrcutines us~d in solving the problern i n §5, an 
alphabetical listing of t~e subrautirre names and their main role in the sol-
ut ion of the problern ar-e given. A second list is given providing the subrau -
tirres used in the RKF45T system. The subrautirres are listed in Appendix A, 
with clarifying remarks in the comment cards. 
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6.1 Subroutines Associated with the Minimum-Time-to-Ciimb Problem 
In so.tvl.ng the mini.mum-time-to-climb problern using tabular data with inte-
gration stops at the domain parameter entries, the driving program, PHANT, 














used in conjunction with SUBPHI to shift bounding l imits for PHI 
components 
referenced by TROMPP to evaluate the cost function (and partial 
derivatives of constraint functions if a gradient evaluation is 
being mad9) 
EXlDTl and EX2DT2 referenced by TABLES to extend the Mach number 
grid at the lower limit on tables 1 ru1d 2 
referenced by RHS to determine the density of ~he air and the 
speed of sound along with the derivatives with respect to alti-
tude 
referenced by RHS to determine the drag (and the partial deriva-
tives if a g~adient evaluation is being determined by backward 
differencing) 
referenced by RHS to determine the ~hrust (and the partial deriv-
atives if a gradient evaluation is being determined by backward 
differencing) 
referenced by TROMPP to establish the curren~ integration limit 
(either a cubic spline knot or a TPARTl or TP&~T2 value) (Flow 
chart is given in Appendix B. ) 
used in conjunction with SUBPHI to set initial bounding limits 
for PHI components 
referenced by QROOT to insert the current roots into a vector of 
suGh roots so that the vector elements are monotonic increasing 
referenced by RHS to compute lift coe.fficient (and possibly 
derivative of lift coefficient with respect to t) using t he 
assumed control .func~ion (cubic spline) (See PLHTC) 
referenced by TABLIM to locate the given TRPR value within a spe-
cified array and to return the bracketing indices from that array 
along with the bracket i ng array elements to be used as the cur-
~ent bounds for that table domain member 
referenced by RHS to evaluate the dot produc1:, B •Y, two vector s 
of length 4 
referenced by RHS to perform matrix multiplication between a 4x4 
matrix a~d a vector 
referenced by TRPART (TROMPP) to est:ablish or updace the TPARTl 
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referenced by PART to set the TPARTl vector of lift coefficient 
s1:ops 
referenced by SUBPHI and PART to determine the trapping parame-
ters, TRPR and TRPRP 
referenced by F.HS to compute lift coefficient (and possibly 
derivative of lift coefficient with respect to t) using the per-
·:urbed control function (cubic spline) for the forward differ-
encing integrations 
PRlDTl, PR2DT2, PR2DT3, PR2DT4 referenced by TABLES to print the 
tables for verification 
referenced by PARTCA to solve for the roots of a cubic equation 
referenced by QROOT to establish maximRm and minimum balli!ds on a 
given cubic equation 
RD2DT2 referenced by TA:!LES to reduce t h.s nurober of lift coeffi-
cient entries in Table 2 
an "innerited" subroutine which reads the data from files 
referenced to determine ~he derivative evaluations 
referenced by PARTCA to adjust cubic coefficients from the 
spline package to suit representation in QROOT 
(Sequential Linear Least Squares Program) due to K. Schittkowski 
and D. Kraft used as the optimization package [5] 
referenced by the RKF45T system to supply t he values of the PHI 
and PHIP functions or to update a located zero of PHI 
referenced by the driving program to set data into the table com-
mon blocks and to set parameters defining the table dimensions 
referenced by PART to establish the bracketing indices on the 
trapping parameter value in each table grid 
referenced by BOUNDS during each update to shift the indices on 
table parameter values being updated 
Trajectory Optimization by Mathernatical Prograrnming ~vith 
zero-trapping capabilities and added stoppiag partititions (rnod-
ified versicn of TOMP [4 ] ) used to determine cost function and 
gradient evaluations 
referenced by TROMPP to obtain TRPARTl or TPART2 vectors or to 
update i~tegra~ion s~ops corresponding to an elernent in one of 
the two arrays (Flow chart is given in Apper·.dix B. ) 
designed for checking to see if current table bounds bracket the 
associated uPR e lements . A "time-lag" i s bui l t in to discontin-
ue the 1.,rarning analys i s if t he ~rapping iteration is ü. effect . 
ZWEIGE 
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is a dumnty :!:"Outine in this application. Z\vEIGE is generally used 
to initialize br:-anching indicators when a small nurober of dis-
continuities is being ~,alyzed (See [1] .) 
6.2 Subroutines Associated with RKF45T System 
The RKF45T system is documented in (2] . The subrautirres of major importance 







which is the driving program for the package which acts as an 
interface between the user and the internal workings of the inte-
grator, 
which is the decision making subroutine for the integration, 
which serves as an i!lterfacing rautirre between RKFST and TRAPPD 
monitaring the PHI elements to see if the trapping procedure should 
be activated to isolate a zero of any PHI component, 
which uses an iterative procedu~e to isolate the zeros of ~he PHI 
cornponents which have changed sign over a given integration step, 
which evaluates the solution at a point within a given integration 
step during the trapping procedure, and 
which checks to see if the solution has vanished throughout the 
step (referenced by TRAPPD at update). 







which analyzes the PHI c.omponents ~o see if any have "bounced" on a 
zero (In general, the RKF45T system does not locate bouncing 
zeros, but if one is detected, it is treated in a special manner.), 
which adjusts IFLAG if the trapping option is being used, 
which prints warning messages i f IFLAG indicates difficulties , 
which ser<,res as an emergency option which prints dense output 
throughout a step where difficulties are about to terminate the 
trapping iteration, 
which checks to see if INDEX (the parameter indicating the compo-
nent of PHI currently being trapped) s hould be shifted,and 
which estirnates the value of T that will cause PHI (Il\"lDEX) to 
vanish. (The value of TSTAR establishes the next step size to be 
taken by TRAPPD.) 
Common blocks in R..TG45T are to be avoided . To aJ.a 1.n debugging , however, one 
form of the package is available with a bleck data subprogram for specifying 
the printing indices for TRAPPD and related subroutines . Sufficient comment 
cards are included so ~hat the user knows which constants activate printing 
in which subroutines . 
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7. COMMON STATEMENTS 
A grsat dea l of information is passed through the presented example in the 
form of common blocks. In order to help the user keep track of the ~~lements, 
the following list i.s presented giving the common block narne and the subrou-
tines in which the blocks are located. This informat:ion is particularly 
important if tne user needs to change the length of any arrays in the blocks. 
A few of the common blocks are inserted for debugging during the development 
of the program and may be deletad. These blocks are denoted with an * before 
their listing . 
COMMON block Subroutine 
ATHSF3: TABLE, REATAB 
ACWOCA: TABLE, REATAB 
ENDVAL: DRIVER, COSTF 
CHCKCA: RHS, WARN 
CONl: FDRAG, PART, TABLIM, TABEND, \vARN 
CON2 : FDRAG, PART, TABLIM, TABBND, \vARN 
CON3: FTRIEB, PART, TABLIM, TABBND, WARN 
CON4: FTRIEB, PA_l{T, TABLIM, TABEND, WARN 
*CRKF45: BOUNDS, DRIVER, SUBPHI 
CTRNPP: DRIVER, COSTF, BOUNDS, LIFTC, PLIFTC, PARTCA, RHS, TROMPP 
DUMMY: \~ARN 
DTABL2: TABLE, R2DT2 
*ENERG: FDRAG, FTRIEB 
FKOTJNT: DRIVER, RHS, 
'"FSTEP: DRIVER, FDRAG, FTRIEB, SUBPHI , RHS, 
GRI!JBD: BOUNDS, INITBD, PART, SUBPHI , TABLIM, TABBND, WARN 
IDENT: DRIVER, SU3PHI, TROMFP , \v ARN 
PARTV: PART, BOtNOS 
'"l'AB1El: FDRAG, PART, TABLE, TABLIM , TABB~D, WAF~ 
TABLE2: FDR.AG, PART, PARTCA, TABLE , TABLIM, TABBND, \vARN 
TABLE3: FTRIEB, PART, TABLE, TABLIM, TABEND, WARN 
TABLE4 : FTRIEB, PA_l\T, TABLE , TABLIM, TABBND, \vARN 
TLHHT: 
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BO~~S, FDRAG, FTRIEB, INI!BD, PART, PARTCA, SUBPHI, TABLE, 
TABLIM, TABB~~' WARN 
~" denotes common blocks for checking difficul ties which are not 
essential to ~he table anal ysis 
8. COMPUTATION: INITIALIZATJON AND RESULTS 
With the table structure (defined in [3]) used to construct the right hand 
sides as given in §§5 .1 and 5.2, and with the upda~e procedura as defined in 
§§5.3 and 5.4, one may apply an optimization package ~o the equations of 
motion described in §5. 1 aud be assured that the t:ibular data representat:ion 
will remain fixed from iteratüm to iteration. (That is, with each grid boun-
dary crossing as an integration stopping point, and with updates in the ODE 
as the grids are crossed, the t:abular functions have a definite st~ucture 
which will not change regardless· of the contro l parameter description or of 
the integration path through the table dornain.) \-lith the set -up procedure 
described in the preceding sections, the user may now apply any mathematical 
programming package to optimize the solution. As l ong as the output is 
"warning free", the t r apping procedure is proceeding smoothly. 
TI1e SLLSQP (Sequent:ial Linear Least Squares Prograrn) is applied to the prob-
lern described in §5. 0, with TRONPP used to generate the cost function and 
gradient evaluations. The lift coefficient serves as the only control func -
tion, being described as a cubic spline. The initializaticn paramet:ers are 
listed in the driving program, PHANT, in Appendix A, and are printed in t:he 
resulting ou~put in Appendix C. (This report assume~ that: ~he user is famil-
iar ~vith the TROMPP (or at least TOMP [ 4]) software package, so tha.t the 
meaning of the input parameters is clear. 
Tne initial estimates for the control function cata (lift coefficient to be 
expressed as a cubic spline) is given in a dat:a. statement in t:he driving pro -
gram. Control bolmds, initial conditions, and other pert:inent information 
appear in both t he drivL>g program (listed in Appendix A) and in the comp~ta­
tional results . 
The OCP consists of finding the m1n1mum time required t:o reach a given alti -
tude with specified final velocity and flight path angle . This problern has 
been run using both forward and backward differencing in generating the par-
tial derivatives . As lang as no warning messages are printed, the 
RKF45T/TROMPP analys i s is ~topping ;:he integration as each grid entry is 
encountered permitting the updat:ing of the ODE system. The t values co~re ­
sponding to the grid partition st:ops are given in Appendix C as well as those 
for the optimal sclution. In the backward mode, 30943 derivative evaluations 
we r e required to solve the problern of which 2650 were usad in generating the 
grid st:ops ( l ess t han 9%). The results using forward differencing l~ad to 
e~sential ly the same optimal solut:ion . A comparison between the derivative 
cotmts ~sing forward and backward differencing methods could be wi sleading 
since the adjoint syst:ern used in the backwa:::-d differe.ncing increases the size 
of the ODE (although the use of adjoint system decreases the tota l derivative 
count. (The actual ftmct.i.on count needed :for forward differencing is 11.3635 
of which 13334 are used for the trapping analysis.) ooth forward and back-
ward differencing schemes converged in 21 iterations. A comparison of CPU 
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time shows that 18.05 sec are needed to solve the problern using backward dif-
ferencing while 35.61 sec are required using forward differencing. If 
trapping is used in both the forward and.backward integrations, the CPU time 
increases to 19.33, an increase of some 7~~ over the time required if the 
stopping points are stored during the forward integration . (Treating the 
problern with forward and backward trapping,however, avoids a great deal of 
bookkeeping werk for the user.) 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
The use of linearly interpolated tabu lar data in system equations greatly 
simplifies the programming efforts in flighr. dynamics problems. Such a 
model, permits an easy interchange of data as new aircraft are tested on the 
cornputer. In contrast, using smooth curve fitting techniques to represent 
tabular data, while mathematically pleasing, requires a great deal of 
off-line computing time to generate the curve fits, and new data or changes 
in existing tables require repe:~.ting the curve fitting process from the 
beginning . The use of linearly interpolated data to represent tabular infor-
mation, however, introduces discontinuities in the higher order derivatives 
in the ODE systern. The iar.egration erroj~S introduced by failing the isolate 
these points of discontinuity precisely affect the individual integrations 
to some degree and are particularly detrimental to the convergence rate in 
the optirniza.tion process. More specifically, more time is wasted if the 
integrator attempts to locate the points of discontinuity by itself rather 
than by using an efficient (and more accurate) convergence scheme , and the 
errors frorn the individual integrations "confuse" the optimization process 
in that the method can not distinguish between perturbations in the optimal 
estimates and ti.1e integration "noise" from errors caused by t he errors due to 
the discontinuities. 
In this report, a table structure is defined which permits the use of numer-
ous tables whi:.:h may have the domain functions but whose gr i ds need not be 
identical. The communi.cation beocween the tables and the RKr45T package is 
defined so :hat the FU~45T/TROMPP package may isolate the gr id cross ings in 
~he v2rious tables, as each is encountered. Upda~es in the ODE systern are 
then made so that the ODE expressions reflect the current condit ions in the 
table.s. The ODE evaluation subrautirres themselves are given the current 
bracketing values for the linear interpolation. These subroutines make no 
decisions as to the locations of the current parameters in the table domains . 
All decisions concerning the changing of these bracketing indices occur in 
the RKF45T system . Such a structure simplifies the programming in the ODE 
expressicns . The RKF4ST subroutines for analyzing the tables ar e generally 
model subro·.1tines vrhose extensions require basic pattern recognit ion . Thus, 
the given example can be ex~ended readily to different types of problems in 
which linearly interpolated tabular data is used. Increases or decreases in 
table nurober and/or size pese n.o difficulties. The system pas ses through a 
large region of the table domain in the given example without encountering 
any dHficul ties in the table grid locations or in updating . 
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APPENDIX A. LISTING 










C TRAPFING ANALYSIS HAS JUST ISOLATED A ZERO WITH TRAPFING 
C PARAMETER VALUE "PARAM", TRAPFING Pf...l\AMETER NUMBER=INDEX. 
C BOUNDS Sli:IFTS TABLE BRACKETING INDICES WHICH HAVE THIS 





















PARTITION FOR INTEGRATION STOPS SET IF BACKWARD DIFFERENCING 
SCHEl-fE IS USED. 
STRUCTUP.E : STANDP4~ (SEE USER CHANGES) 
INPUT PARMIETERS: 
INDEX TRAPFING PARAMTER INDICATOR 
PARAM VALUE OF TR..<\PPING PARAMTER AT ZERO PHI (INDEX) 
POI~'T 
T VALUE OF I~~EPENDENT VARIABLE 
TOLER COt-IVERGENCE TOLERANCE 
FORWRD LOGICAL PARMfETER, 
FORvlRD= . TRUE . => FORWARD D IFFERENC ING SCHENE 
FORWRD= . FALSE. => BACKWARD DIFFERENCING SCHEME 
OCTPUT PAF~TERS: 
BOUNDL MAXIMUN LOWER BOUND FROM ALL ANALYZED GRIDS 
BOUNDU mNI.t-1m1 UPPER BOUND FROM ALIJ ANALYZED GRIDS 
C GRID BOI:.JNDS Al'i"'D INDEX LIHITS ALSO ADJUSTED BY CALL TO 
C 'l'ABBND (HELD IN COHHON BLOCK GRIDBD) 
c 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c---------------------- --- ------------------ ---- ------ ---- --------------
C USER CFiliNGES (mNIMAL) : 
c 
C 1) USER HUST SUPPLY PROPER DHIENSIONING VALUES IN COMMON BLOCKS. 
c 
C A) SEE SUBROuiiNES TABLIM FOR DIMENSION OF COMMON BLOCKS TLIMIT 
C ili~D GRIDBD 
C B) DIMENSIONING OF PVECT AND LPOINT : 
C LU!P = DHIENSION OF PVECT IS SET AT 30 . IF USER INCREASES 
C THE SIZE OF PVECT, HE MUST MAKE TUE SAME CHANGES 
C IN CO!-fr!ON BLOCK PARTV IN SUBPHI. 
30 
c 
C Cm1PARE LPOINT DUffiNSION WITH IBL(II,JJ) 
c 
C DIMENSION PVECT(LIMP), LPOINT(II,JJ,LIMP) 
c 
c 
C 2) FCT AND FCTP MUST HAllE THE SAl1E EXPRESSIONS AS IN SUBPHI 
c ---








I11PLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION SCALE(NTRPR) 
COMMON/TLIMIT/INDIC(4,2),NGE(4,2),NCOMP(4),NTABLE 
COMMON/GRIDBD/GRIDL( 4, 2),GRIDU( 4, 2),IBL( 4, 2),IBU( 4, 2) 
cmmON/PARTV/PVECT( 30),LPOINT( 4, 2, 30),NPOINT 
DATA LIMP/ 30/ 
COMMON/CTRMFP/GRID(lS, 5), STIFF(lS ,5), U( 15,5 ,5) ,A(15, 5, 5), 
1 B(l5,5,5) ,C(15,5,5),UL(l5,5,5),UU(l5,5,5), 
7. UH(15,15,5,5), 
3 AR(15,15,5,5),BH(l5,15,5,5),CH(l5, 15,5,5), 
4 P(10),Y(70),TOL,It~RV,KONTRL,KNOT(5),NP,NY, 
5 MQP,IG,NPHI, 
6 IMPULS,FINTEG,LDUM(16),TRAPB,LDUM2(2 ) 
DATA IPRINT/0/ 
GOMMON/CRKF45/IOPT,IDUM45(4) 
LOGICAL UPPER, IMPULS, LDU11 ,FINTEG, GRAD I, TRAPB·, LDUM2 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e FUNCTION STATE~lliNTS--AS IN SUBPHI (DERIVATIVE IS MISSING DX/DT, 
C SINGE DERIVATIVE IS WRT X) · 
C--------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------------
e------------------------------------------------------------- ----- -----
FCT(X,XU ,XL,XSC.ALE): (XU - X),'<(X-XL)''<XSCALE 
DFCTDX(X ,XU, XL,XSCALE): ( -2. DO'""X + x1J+XL)'"•XSCALE 
c ------ -------------------------------------------------------------~-- ­
c--------------------------------------------------------------- ------ --
C SET GRAD I = . TR.UE. IF GRADIENTS ARE BEING FORMED AND A TPART2 
C VECTOR IS BEING USED 
C SET GRADI = .FALSE . OTHERWISE 
c------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
GRADI :: . TRUE . 
IF (.~OT. IMPULS) G?~DI = .FALSE. 
IF (TRAPB) GRADI = .FALSE. 
IF ( .NOT. FINTEG) 
IF (IG . ~'"E. 2) 
IF ( . NOT . GRAD I ) 
NPOINT = NPOINT + 1 
GRADI = 
GRADI = 
GO TO 6 
.FALSE. 
.FALSE . 
IF (NPCINT .LE. LIMP) 
FRINT 1500 ,NPCINT, LH1P 
GO TO 4 
STOP 
4 COI'i'TINUE 
PVECT(NPOIN~) = T 
DO 5 ITABLE = l, NTABLE 
c 
LH1IT = NCOMP(ITABLE) 
DO 5 ICOMP = 1,LIMIT 
31 
5 LPOINT(ITABLE,ICOMP,NPOINT) = 0 
6 CONTI'N1JE 
c------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
IBOUND = 0 
c 
IF (IOPT .EQ . 1) IPRINT = 1 
c 
C----------------- ------------------------------------------------------
C STUDY EACH TABLE AND EACH COMPONENT OF THAT TABLE 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
no 50 I~ABLE=1,NTABLE 
LIMIT = NCm1P(ITABLE) 
DO 50 ICOMP = l,LIMIT 
C-------------------- -------------------------------- -------------------
e---------------------------------------------------------------- -------
IF (INDEX .NE. INDIC(ITABLE,ICOMP)) GO TO 50 
C-------------------------------------------------------- ---- -----------
C UPDATE OF COMPONE.t\"T "ICOMP". SEE IF PlU (INDEX) VANI SHES USING 
C CURRENT GRID BOUNDS FRm! TABLE-- ITABLE COMPONENT- - ICOMP 
c- ------------------------------------------------------------------ --- -
IF (UPPER) GO TO 7 
CONVERGENCE TO LOWER BO~~--USE BNDRYU AS ONE LIMIT 
PHI = FCT(PARAM,BNDRYU ,GRIDL(ITABLE, ICot1P), SCALE (INDEX) ) 
GO TO 8 
7 CONTINUE 
C CONVERGENCE TO ü~PER BOU.t\~--USE BNDRYU AS ONE LIMIT 
c 
c 
PHI= FCT(PARAM,GRIDU(ITABLE,ICOMP),BNDRYL,SCALE (INDEX)) 
8 CONTH!UE 
IF (IPRINT .EQ . 1) PRINT 999,ITABLE,ICOMP,PHI,TOLER 
999 FORMAT(' TABLE=' ,I2,' COHP=' ,I2,2X, ' PHI= ' ,D15 . 7,2X, ' TOLER= ' , 
1 D15.7) 
IF (DABS(PHI) .GT. TOLER) GO TO 50 
c---------------- ----------------- -- -------------------- -- --------------C----------------------------------------------- ------------------------
C CONVERGENCE TO BOU!'.lJARY IN TABLE - -ITABLE FOR COMPONENT--ICOMP 
C---------- ------ -- ------------ -- ----------------------------- ------ -----
e------------------------------------------------------ -- --- ------------
c 
" '-' 
IF (UPPER) GO TO 10 
C CONv'ERGENCE TO 10\'IER BOUNDARY 
c 
IF (IPRINT .EQ. 1) PRIN! 1501, INDEX, PARAM,GP.IDL(ITABLE, ICOMP) , 
1 GRIDU(ITABLE, ICmJP) 
1501 FOR.t1AT(' CHECK GONVERGENCE--LO\\TER BOUt-m' ,/,2X,I3 , 3(2X,D15 . 7) ) 
c 
c 
IBL(ITABLE, IC011P) = IBL(lTABLE, ICOMP) - 1 
IBU(ITABLE,ICOMP) = IBU( ITABLE,ICOMP) - 1 
C SET TPP~T2 STOPPING LIMITS IF GRADI IS BEING EVALUATED 
c 
IF (GRADI) LPOINT(ITABLE,ICOMP,NPOINT) = -IBL(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
c 
32 
C CALL TABBN~ TO SHIFT SUBSCRIPTS AND &~ GRIDL, GRIDU VALUES 
c 
CALL TABBN~(ITABLE,ICOHP) 
IF (PARAL'1 .GT. GRIDU(ITABLE,ICOMP)) GRIDU(ITABLE, ICOHP) = PARAM 
GO TO 12 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------




IBL(ITABLE, ICOMP) = lBL(ITABLE, ICOMP) + 1 
IBU(ITABLE,ICOMP) = IBU(ITABLE,ICOMP) + 1 





IF (GRADI) LPOINT(ITABLE,ICOHP,NPOINT) = +IBL(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
IF (IPRINT . EQ. 1) PRINnf 1502,INDEX,PARPJ1,GRIDL(ITABLE,ICm1P), 
1 GRIDU(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
1502 FOID1AT(' CHECK CONVERGENCE--tiPPER BOUND 1 ,1 ,2X,I3,3(2X,D15. 7)) 
C CALL TABEND TO SHIFT SUBSCRIPTS ~~ AND GRIDL, GRIDU VALUES 
CALL TABBND(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
c 
C IF PARAM IS NOT ACROSS THE BOUNDARY SET LO\oJER BOUND = PARAM 
c 
IF (PARA.~ .LT . GRIDL(ITABLE , I Cür1P)) GRIDL(ITABLE,ICOl1P) = PARAM 
12 CONTINUE 
c 
C----------------------- -- -------------------- --------------------------
C SET MAXHIUM LOY.'ER BOUND AND MI~IMUM UPPER BOUND FROM GRIDL 






IF (IBOUND .EQ. 1) GO TO 11 
BOUNDL = GRIDL(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
BOUNDti = GRIDU (ITABLE, ICOHP) 
11 CONTINUE 
IBOill.l]) = 1 
BOUNDU = DMIN1(GRIDU(ITABLE, I COMP) , BOUNDU) 
BOUNDL = DHAXl (GRIDL(ITABLE, ICür~P) , BOlJ'"NDL) 
50 CONTINUE 
BNDRYL = BOliNDL 
BNDRYU = BOillmU 
IP ( . NOT . GRAD I ) RETURN 
IF (IPRINT .EQ. 0) RETURN 
DO 62 J = 1,NPOINT 
PRINT 1509,J,LPOINT( l,l , J ), LPOINT ( 2,1,J),LPOINT(3,1,J), 
1 LPOINT (3 , 2 , J) , LPOI~1(4,1,J),LPOINT(4,2,J) 
62 CONTINUE 
1509 FORHAT( 1 LPOINT VALUES: I, / ' I J= 1 ,I2,3X,6(2X,I4)) 
c 
15 00 FORMAT (/ I , 1 NUMBER OF STOPPING PO I NTS STORED FOR BACK\-lARD 1 
1 'I INTEGILA.TION = I' 16 ' I' I THI S EXCEE::lS THE LH1IT SET = I 'I2 ' I ' 
2 1 THE USER ~fUST I NCREASE TiiE VALUE OF LIMP AS \oJELL AS THE 1 
33 
3 ,/, 1 DIMENSIONING IN PVECT AND LPOINT IN COMMON BLOCK PARTV 1 
4 , 1 ~~ICH AFFEARS IN BOUNDS AND SUBPHI 1 ,// , 
5 I TZ~~I~AL ERROR 1 ,//) 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine COSTF for evaluating the cost function ~~d derivat ives 
c----------------------------------------------------------------- ------
SUBROUTINE COSTF (P, X, Y, F, G, FP, FY, GP, GY, IFLAG, TO, \VORK) 
c------- -- ------------- -- ------- - --------------------------~---------- - -
c 
c 
IMPLICIT REAU•8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION G(l),P(1),X(1),Y(l),FP(l),FY(1),GP(25,25) ,GY(25,25) 
DIMENSION \VORK ( 1) 
COMMON/CTR!'!PP /GRID (15 ,5), S'I'IFF (15, 5), U(l5, 5,5) ,A (15, 5 ,5) , 
1 B(15,5 ,5),C(l5,5,5),UL(l5,5,5),UU(l5,5,5), 
2 UH(l5,15,5,5), 
3 AH(15,15,5,5),BH(15,15,5,5),CH(l5,15 ,5,5), 




C---------------------------------------------------------- ---- --- ------
C NOTE: THE LEADING DIM..ENSION ON GP AND GY MUST MATCH THAT IN 
C THE DRIVING PROGRAM FOR DG--HERE 38 
c------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
108 I CAL LDu~ 
c 
IF (IFLAG .EQ . 1) GO TO 20 
c 
C COMPUTE THE COST FUNCTION 
c 
F :.: DESP(l) 
c 
C COMPUTE CONSTRAING VECTORS: 





G(l) = (Y(l)-VF)/VF 
G(2) = Y(2)-GAMMAF 
G(3 ) = (Y(3)-HF)/HF 
GO TO 50 
C IFLAG = 1 PREPARE INITIAL CONDITIONS OF ADJOINT VARIABLES 
c 
20 CmiTINlJ"E 
C fO~~ FY (DFDZ)--ALL SHOULD BE ZERO--THESE ARE SET IN TROMPP 
c 
C FORM GY (DGDZ)--SUPPLY ONLY NON-ZERO VALDeS 
c 
GY(l,1) = 1. ODO/VF 
GY(2,2) = 1.0DO 
GY(3,3) = 1. ODO/HF 
c 
c FOID1 FP (DFDP) DERIVATIVE OF F WRT DESIGN PARAMETER 
c 
FP(l) = 1.0DO 
c 
c FOID1 GP (DGDP) DERIVATIVE OF G wRT DESIGN PARAMETER 





Subroutines EXlDTl and EX2DT2, which ar.; used to adjust the table size , ar e 
given in [3 ] 
Subroutines EX1DT1 and EX2DT2, which ar e used to adjust the table size , a r e 
given in [3] 
Subroutines FA1~ for dete=mining the density and airspeed: 
c 
c---------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------
suBRCt.JTINE FATI1 (H ,RHO, ASP, DRliODH,DASPDH) 
C------------ ---------------------------- -- ----- --------- ---- -- ---------
C 
C PURPOSE: COMPUTES DENSITY AND AIRSPEED AND THEIR DERIVA-





























SPEED OF SOUND 
DERIVATIVE OF DENSITY w~T ALTITUDE 
DERIVATIVE OF S?EED OF SOUND \VRT ALTITUDE 
COHHENTS: ~10DIFIED FROM PROGRAH BY K. H. WELL 
MODIFICATIONS 6.11.81 
Cm1MONS DELETED, ATHOSPHERE SELECTION INTER1'-!AL, 
CALLING SEQUENCE ADDED , PRINT STATEME~~ INTERNAL 








H1PLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DATA RHOOA,FR2,FRS,FREXP/ 
*.124921D0, . 22559307019D-04,.34025855254D+03,4 .256 12DO/ 
DATA RHOO,CKl ,CK2, CK3,CK4,CK5,CK6/ 
*1 .249 152361D-01,1.02280550DO ,1 . 21226930D-Ol, -3.48643241D-02 , 
*3 .50991865D-03,-8.33000535D-05,1 . 15219733D-06/ 
DATA IAn!0/2/ 
C ATMOSPHAERE WIRD IN JEDEM FALL ANALYTI SCH BERECHNET 







GO TO (10 ,20), IAH10 








20 CONTI NUE 
T=( (3 . 72D-1.2•'<H+.1933D-6)*H-8. 877D-3)•'<H+292 .lDO 




POL=HKM•'< ( CK3+HKM•'< ( CK4+HKri"' ( CK5+HKM•'<CK6)) ) 
PHI=CKl*DEXF(-POL) 
RHO=RHOO•'~'DEXP (- (CKl +CK2"'<Iß.}!-PHI)) 
DTDH=(: .D0*3. 72D-12*H+2 .D(h'<. 1933D-6)•'<H-8. 877D-3 
DASPDH=DTDH>'"10 . 0234DO/SQT 
DPHIDH=-PHI··'' (CK3+HK1'1* (2. DO•~CK4+HKM•'< (3 . DO•'<CK5+HIG1*4. DO*CK6) )) 
DRHODH=-RHO•'<-(CK2-DPHIDH)'"'l. OD-03 




Subrou~ines FDRAG for deterrninin the drag and part i al derivatives 
c 
c- --------------------- ----------------- ----- --- ------------------------
suBROu!INE FDRAG (IPD,AM,CA,V , H, S,RHO,DRHODH,A,DADH, 
1 DRAG,DDRDV,DDRDH,DDRDCA) 
36 




C MODE 1: 
C (IPD=O) CONPtJTATION OF DRAG USING LINEARLY INTERPOLATED 
C VALUES FRmi TABLES SET IN SUBROUTINE TABLE. 
C HODE 2: 
C (IPD=l) Cm1PUTATION OF DRAG AND ITS PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 





C SOME OF THE NOTATION IN THZ PROGRAM IS IN G:CRt1AN (DUE TO 
C HISTORICAL REASONS IN DEVELOPING THE SOFTWARE). THE FOLLOWING 






































DCD (DELTA CD) 
STRUC7l~: USER SUPPLIED 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 
















IPD = 1, DRAG AND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES ARE 
COHPUTED 






DERIVATIVE OF DENSITY \ffiT ALTITUDE 
SPEED OF SOUND 
DERIVATIVE CF SPEED OF SOUND \VRT ALTI'I'UDE 
DRAG VALUE OF DRAG 
DDRDV DERIVATIVE OF DRAG WRT VELOCITY 
DDRDH DERIVATIVE OF DRAG w'"RT ALTITUDE 
DDRDCA DERIVATIVE OF DRAG ~lRT LIFT COEFFICIENT 
C Cmh"ENTS : 
C 1\VO TABLES ARE USED: TABLE l GIVES C\110 IN TERXS OF A.'1 (AND H) 
C (ACTUALLY CONSTANT IN H) 
C TABLE2 GIVES DC\v IN TERMS OF AM AND CA 
c 
C PROGRA.'-1MER : ~!. K . HO&~, ~1A Y 19 3 2 
c--- ------ ------------------------------------ -------- ------------------
c 








COllifONI TABLEll Mf1 (26), TAB1(26) 
COl'fr!ONITABLE21 Mf2(24), CA2(35) ,TAB2(24,35) 
COlli'!ONITLINIT/INDIC (4 , 2 ) ,NTI (4, 2) ,NCOMP(4) ,NTABLE 





C--- ------------------------------------------- --- -- --------- ------ -----
e-- ----------- -- ---------------------------------- ----------------------
C F~CTION STATENENTS 





VAL2Dl(P, Q,FOO,FlO,FOl,Fll) = (l .ODO-P)*(l.ODO-Q)*FOO -:- P*(l.ODO 
1 -Q)~':FlO + Q*(J. . ODO-P)*FOl + P~.,.Q~':Fll 
PA.~T:i.l(Fl ,FO ,Xl,XO) = (Fl .. FO)I(Xl -XO) 
RATIO(~X,Al , A2) = (P~-Al )I(A2-Al) 
PARTVl(Q,DELTAl ,FOO , FlO ,FO l ,Fll ) = ( (FlO-FOO)*( l.DO - Q) 
1 + (Fll-FO l)*Q) I DELTAl 
PARTV2 (P ,DELTA2, FOO ,FlO ,FO l ,F ll ) = ( (FOl-FOO)~'-'( l.DO - P) 
1 + (Fll-FlO)~':P) I DELTA2 
c-- ----------- -------- --··-------------------- ------------- ------ --------
c--------------------~----------------------------------- ------------ -- -
c 
IPRINT = 0 
IF ( JPRINT .EQ. 1) IPRI!'i'T = ITOPH 
c 
20 CONTINUE 
c---------------- -- ------------ ·-------------------- -- -------------------




DCWODM = PARTll (TAB 1 (KMUl), TAB 1 (KMLl), AMl (KHUl), AMI (KHLl )) 
CWO = TABl(I<.I1Ll) + DC\'lODM~·~cAM - Mtl(KMLl)) 
C------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- -- ------
C DETERMINE DCW = DCW 01, GA) 
c------- ----------- -- --------------------- ------------------------------
,., 
u 
P = RATIO(AM, Arf2(KHL2) , A~l2(KI·lU2)) 
Q = RATIO(CA,CA2(KCAL2),CA2(KCAU2)) 
DCW = VAL2D 1 (P, Q, TAB2 (Kf-112 , KCAL2) , TAB2 (KHU2, KCAL2), 
1 TAB2(!011 2 , KCAU2) ,TAB2 (!01U2, KCAU2 )) 
c-------- ------------------- -- ------- ------ -------------- -------- -- -----
C EVALUATE Cl'/ 
c------------ ------------------------- -- --- ------------------- -- -- --- -- -
CW = CivO + DCvl 
C- ----------------------------- -- ---------------- ------------- --------- -
e- ----------------- ---- ---------------- ------ -- ------------------- ---- --
38 
DRAG = 0. SODO •'< RHO •'< V•"V * S •'< CW 
C------------------------------------------------------- ------ ----------
e--------------------- --- --- ------ --------------------------------------
c 




C PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
C-------------------- ----------- ----- -----------------------------------
e-------------------------------------- ------ ---------------------------
C THESE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES ARE NEEDED ONLY IN THE ~AeKWARD 
C INTEGRATION--RETURN IF IPD = 0 
c 
C NOTE: D(CW)IDCA = D(DCW)/DCA SINGE CWO IS INDEPENDENT OF CA. 
c----------------------------------------- ------------------------------
DELTN = AM2 (KMU2) - M12 (KHL2) 
DELTCA = CA2(KCAU2) - CA2(KCAL2) 




DCWDM = DCWODH + DDCWDM 
mmv = 1 . ODO I A 
DMDA = -V I (A7'A) 
C---- --------------------------------------------- ------ ----------------
e-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DDRDCA = 0 . 5 ODO •': RHO •'< V * V * S * DCWDCA 
DDRDV = RHO•'<S•'<V•'<CW + 0 . 5 ODO•'<RHO*S •'< V•'< V •'<DCWDM * DMDV 
DDRDH = 0. SODO •'< DRHODH '" V•'<V •'< S •'<'CW 
1 + 0. 50DO * RHO * V*V * S * DCWDM"<DMDA*DADH 
KPRINT = 0 
IF (KPRINT .EQ. 1) PRINT 1300,DDRDCA,DDRDV,DDRDH 
1300 FO~~AT( 1 FROM FDRAG:' ,/, 1 DDRDCA= 1 ,D15.7,2X, 1 DDRDV= 1 ,D15.7,2X, 
1 1 DDRDH= 1 ,D15. 7) 
DWRTM1=(TAB2(K~1U2,KCAU2)-TAB2(KML2,KCAU2))/DELTM 
DWRH!O=(TAB2(~1U2 ,KCAL2) -TAB2 (KML2 ,KCAL2)) / DELU1 
DWRTC 1= (TAB2 (~1U2, KCAU2) -TAB2 (~1U2, KCAL2)) / DELTCA 
Dw""RTCO= (TAB2 (KML2, KCAU2) - TAB 2 (Ki1L2, KCAL2)) / DELTCA 
IF (KPRINT .EQ. 1) PRINT 1302,DWRT~Il,DDCWDH,Dw'RTMO 
IF (KPRINT .EQ . 1) PRINT 1303,DWRTC1,DC\{DCA,DYtRTCO 
1302 FORMAT( I CHECK DERIVATIVES: 1 , /' I DWRTH1 = I ,DlS. 7 ,2X, I DDCWDM = 
1 D15.7,2X, I DWRTMO = I ,D15.7) 
1303 FOfu~T(' CHECK DERIVATIVES: I, /, I DWRTCl =I ,D15.7,2X, I DCWDCA =I 





IF (IPRINT . EQ. 0) RETURN 
C--------------------------------------------------------------- --- -----
C PRINT CPTIONS FOR SAFETY CHECKS 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
PRINT 510 ,MH (11-111), TAEl (KMLl) ,Mi, CWO ,.A1'11 (I01Ul), TAB 1 (KNU1) 
PRIN'I' 512 ,!1.~12 (K1112) ,CA2 (KCAL2 ), M1 , CA, &~2 (~1U2), CA2 (KCAU2) 
PRINT 513 ,TAB2(KHL2 ,KCAL2) ,TA32(KML2 , KCAU2), 
1 DCW, TAB2 (Kt1U2, KCAL2) , TAB2 (FJ"fU2, KCAU2) 





1 I LOWER BOlTND--M = I ,D23.16,2X, 1 C'vl0 = 
2 M = I ,D23.16,2X, 1 CWO = 
3 I UPPER BOTJN1)--H = I ,D23.16,2X, I C\vo = 
512 FORMAT(/, 1 IN FD~~G--TABLE 2 GRID VALDES 
1 I LO\VER BOUND--M = 1 ,D23.16,2X, I CA= 
2 M = I ,D23.16,2X, I CA= 
3 I UPPER BOUND--M = I ,D23.16,2X, I CA= 
I 




,D23 . 16,//) 





513 FOID"..AT(/, I IN FDRAG--TABLE 2 VALUES (DCW = F(N,CA)) I,/, 
1 ' LOWER = ',D23 . 16,5X,' UPPER = ',D23.16,/, 
2 'DCW = ',10X,D23.16,/, 
3 I UPPER = I ,D23.16,5X, I UPPER = I ,D23.16,/) 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutines FTRIEB for determinin the ~hrust and partial derivatives 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------





C MODE 1: (IPD=O) 
C FTRIEB COMPUTES SFC AND THRUST USING LINEARLY INTERPOLATED 










t10DE 2 : ( .IPD= 1) 
FTRIEB COMPUTES SFC Al'iD T11RUST, AND THEIR PARTIAL DERIVA-
TIVES USING LHYEARLY INTERPOLATED VALUES FROM TABLES SET 
IN SUBROUTINE TABLE. 
C NOTATION: 
c 
C SOML OF THE NOTATION IN THE PROGRAM IS IN GERMAN (DUE TO 
C HISTORIC AL REASONS IN DEVZLCPING THE SOFT\vARE). THE FOLLOWING 
C GONVERSION TABLE IS GIVßN: 
c 
C ENGLISH NOTATION GERMAN NOTATION 
C CTI CSI 
c 
c 
C STRUCTURE: USER SUPPLIED 
c 











MODE OF OPERATION 
IPD=O, SFC AND TI-l:RUST CO~!PUTED 
I?D=l , SFC, THRUST AND PARTIAL DERIVA-
TIVES Cm1PUTED 





























SPEED OF SOlJND 
DERIVATIVE OF SPEED OF SOUND WRT ALTITUDE 
PO\vER SETTING ( CONSTANT) 









SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
THRUST 
DERIVATIVE OF SFC WRT VELOCITY 
DERIVATIVE OF SFC WRT ALTITUDE 
DERIVATIVE OF THRUST WRT VELOCITY 
DERIVATIVE OF THRUST \vRT ALTITUDE 
TABLE3 GIVES SFC = TAB3(AM,H) 
TABLE4 GI\~S CSI = TAB4(AM,H) 
THRUST = TMAX>'<-CSI>'<DELTA, DELTA = PO\vER SETTING 
(CONSTANT) 
C PROGRAHHER: N.K. HORN, MAY, 1982 







IMPLICIT REAL~t:a (A-H, 0-Z) 
CO~lliON/TABLE3/AM3 (26), H3(11),TAB3(26,11) 
COMMON/TABLE4/ AM4(26), H4(11),TAB4(26,11) 
COMMON/TLIMIT/ INDIC (4,2),NGE(4,2),NCOMP(4),NTABLZ 





c -- -----------------------------------~------------ ---- -- ---------------
c SFC = TAB4 (t-!ACH, ALT) 
c--------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------
s--- ---- -- ----------------------------------------- -- ---- ---------------






VAL2Dl(P,Q,FOO,FlO,FOl,Fll) = (l.ODO-P)*(l.ODO -Q)*FOO + P*(l.ODO 
1 -Q)>'<FlO + Qo'<(l.ODO-P)''"l''Ol + P*Qo':fll 
PARTll(Fl,FO,Xl,XO) = (Fl-FO)/(Xl-XO) 
RATIO(AX,Al,A2) = (AX-Al)/(A2-Al) 
PARTVl(Q,DELTAl,FOO,FlO,FOl,Fll) = ((FlO -FOO)>t:(l.DO - Q) 
1 + (Fll-FOl)*Q) / DELTAl 
PARTV2(P,DELTA2,FOO,FlO,FOl,Fll) = ((FOl -FOO)o':(l.DO - P) 
1 + (Fll -FlO)*P) / DELTA2 
c---------------------------------------------------- --- --- -------------
IPRINT = 0 
41 
IF (JPRINT .EQ . 1) IPRINT = ITOPH 
c 
C----- ------------------------------------------------------------------
C TABLE 3: 
c------------------------------------------------------------ ----- ------
PCSI = R_I\TIO(A!1.M13(KNL3) , A''ß(KNU3)) 
QCSI =RATIO( H, H3(KHL3), H3(KHU3)) 
CSI = VAL2D1 (PCSI ,QCSI, TAB3 (KML3 ,KHL3) , TAB3 (KHU3 ,1."HL3), 
1 TAB3(KML3,KRU3),TAB3(K."1U3,KHU3)) 
THRUST = TMAX -;~ CSI * DELTA 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e TABLE 4: 
c------------------------------------------------------------- -- --------
PSFC = RATIO(AM,AM4(KML4),AM4(KMU4)) 
QSFC = RATIO ( H, H4 (Y..HL4), H4 (KHU4)) 
SFC = VAL2Dl(PSFC,QSFC,TAB4(KNL4,KHL4), TAB~(KMU4,KHL4), 
1 TAB4 (10:114, KHU4) , TAB4 (I01U4, .K11U4)) 
c--- -------------------~----- -- ----------- --- -------------------- ---- ---
IF (IPD .EQ. 0) GO TO 50 
C------ -----------------------------------------------------------------
e---- ---·------------------------------------------------- -------- --~ ----




DELTM = .t\.113 (KMU3 ) - AH3 (KML3) 
DELTH = H3 (KJIU3) - H3 (KF.L3) 
DCSIDM = PARTVl(QCSI,DELTM ,TAB3(KML3,KHL3),TAB3(KMU3,KHL3), 
1 TAB3 (K11L3, :KHU3), TAB3 (KMU3 ,KHU3)) 
DCSIDH = PARTV2(PCSI,DELTH ,TAB3(KNL3,KHL3),TAB3(KMU3,KHL3), 
1 TAB3(KML3,KHU3 ),TAB3(KMU3 ,KHU3)) 
DELTM = AM4 (KMU4) - AM4(KML4) 
DELTH = H4(KHU3) - H4(KHL3) 
DSFCDM = PARTV1(QSFC,DELTN ,TAB4(KML4,KHL4),TAB4(KMU4,KHL4), 
1 TAB4(KML4,KHU4),TAB4(KMU4,KHU4)) 
DSFCDH = PARTV2 (PSFC, DELTII , TAB4 (KNL4, KHL4.), TAB4 (KNU4 ,1.1114), 
1 TAB4 (KML4, K'rlU4), TAB4 (KMU4, KlHJ4)) 
DELTN = AM3(KHU3) - AM3 (K~!L3 ) 
DELTH = H3(KHU3) - H3(~rl13) 
mmT~U=(TAB3 (KMU3 , KHU3) - TAB3 (IOJL3 , KHU3)) /DELTM 
D\'TRTI10= (TAB3 (KHU3 , 1.1113) -TAB3 (KML3, KHL3)) / DELTM 
D\VRTHl= (TAB 3 (K1-fu3, KHU3) -TAB3 (KNU3, KHL3) ) /DELTH 
DWRTHO=(TAB3 (KML3,KHU3)-TAB3(KML3,KHL3) ) /DELTH 
KPRINT = 0 
IF (KPRINT .EQ . 1) PRINT 1302,DWRTM1,DCSIDM,DWRTMO 
IF (KPRINT .EQ . 1) PRINT 1303,DWRTH1,DCSIDH,D"TRTriO 
DELTM = AN4 (K:1U4) - AM4 (IOJL4) 
DELTH = H4(KHU4) - H4(KHL4) 
DWRTM1=(TAB4(KMU4 ,Kh~4)-TAB4 (I01L4,KHU4))/DELTM 
DYlRT!10= (TAB4 (KMU-+, KHL4) -TAB4 (KML4, KHL4 ) ) /DELTM 
D\\TRTH1= (TAB4 C:KNU4 'KHU4 ) -TAB4 (KMU4 I :{}{14)) /DELTH 
D'N'RTHO= (TAB4 (K1'114, KHU4) - TAB4 (KrlL4 , KHL4)) /DELTH 
IE' (KPRiia .EQ. 1) PRINT 1304,DWRTH1 , DSFCm1 ,D\'i'RTif0 
IF (KPRINT .EQ. 1) PRI.NT 130S,DivRTHl,DSE"CDH,DWRTHO 
1302 FOR.J."1AT(' C1i'ECK DERIVATIVES: ', /, ' DWRTMl = ',D15 . 7,2X,' DCSID~1 =' 
1 DlS. 7, 2x,' D\vRTI10 = I ,DIS . 7) 
1303 FORHAT( I CHECK DERIVATIVES : I '/'' DWRTHl = I ,DlS. 7 '2X , I DCSIDH = I 





1304 :F'OR~1ATC I CHECK DERIVATIVES: I,;, 1 mVR.TM1 = I ,D15. 7, zx, 1 nsFcmt = 
1 D15. 7 ,2X, I DWRTHO = I ,Dl5. 7) 
1305 FOR.HAT(' Ch"ECK DERIVATIVES: I,/' I Di~RTR1 = I ,D l S. 7 ,2X, I DSFCDH = I 
1 D15. 7 ,2X, I DWRTHO = I ,D15. 7) 
miDV = 1. ODO/ A 




DSFCDV = DSFCDM * DMDV 
DSFCDH = DSFCDH + DSFCDM:'<DMDA''DADH 
DTHRDV = THAX :<: DCSIDM :<: DMDV :': DELTA 
DTHEH = Ti'1AX :'< (DCSIDH + DCSIDM,'<DMDA*DADH) * DELTA 
IF (KPRINT .EQ. 1) PRINT 1300,DTHRDV,DTHRDH 
IF (KPRINT .EQ. 1) PRnlT 1301,DSFCDV,DSFCDH 
1300 FORMAT( I IN FTRIEB: I,/' I DSFCDV= 1 .• DlS. 7 '2X, 1 DSFCDH= 1 , DlS . 7) 
1301 F0&.'1AT(' IN FTRIEB: 1 ,/, 1 DTHRDV= 1 ,Dl5.7,2X, 1 DTHRDH= 1 ,Dl 5.7 ) 
c-------- ------------ -- -------------------------- ---------- -------------
50 CONTINUE 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
IF ( IPRIN"T . EQ. 0) RETURN 
C----------------------------------------------------------------- ------







PRINT 510,AM3(KML3), H3(KHL3),AM, H,AH3(KMU3), H3(KHU3) 
PRINT 511, A.l'14 (KHL4) , H3 (KHL4), AM, H, AN4 (KMU4) , H4 (KHU4) 
PRI~IT 512,TAB3(KML3,KHL3),TAB3(KML3,KHU3), 
1 CSI,TAB3(KM:U3,KHL3),TABJ(KMU3,KHU3) 
PRINT 513, TAB4 (1.'}114 , .K'".t1L4 ), TAB4 (KML4, KHU4), 
1 SFC,TAB4(KMU4,KHL4),TAB4(KMU4,KHU4) 
510 FORMAT(/' I IN FTRIEB--TABLE 3 GRI D VALUES I' I' 
1 I LO't'IER BOUND--1'1 = I ,D23.16,2X, I H = I ,D23.16,/' 
2 M = ',D23.1.6 , 2X, I H = I ,D23.16,/' 
3 ' UPPER BOUND--M = ! ,D23 . 16,2X, ' H = ',D23.16,//) 
511 FORMAT(/ ,' IN FTRIEB--TABLE 4 GRID VALUES 1 ,/, 
1 ' LOWER BOUND--H = ',D23.16 , 2X, I H = ',D23.16 , /, 
2 t-1 = ',D23.16,2X, ., H = I ,D23 . 16,/ , 
3 ' UPPER BOUN~--M = ',D23 . 16 ,2X , : H = I ,D23.16,//) 
512 FOK~~T(/, ' IN FTRIEB--TABLE 3 VALL~S (CSI = F(M, H)) 1 ,/, 
1 : LO~~R = I ,D23.16,5X, I UPPER = I ,D23.l6,/, 
2 CSI ',10X,D23.16,/, 
3 ' UPPER = I ,D23 .16 ,5X, I UPPER = ',D23 .1.6 l /) 
513 FOR~fAT(/, 1 IN FTRIEB--TABLE 2 VALUES (SCF = F(t-1, H))' , /, 
1 ' LOWER = I , D23 .16,5X, I UPPER = ' ,D23 . 16,/, 
2 ' SFC ',10X ,D23 . 16,/ , 




Subroutine INITBD sets initial bounding values for the SUBPHI subroutine 
c------------------------- ------------------- ------~--------------------
SUBROUTI~ffi INITBD(~ITRPR,BOUNDL, BOUNDU) 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e PTJRPOSE: INITBD SETS THE BOUNDING VALUES FOR THE TRAPFING 









STRUCTURE : STANDARD (USER-SUPPLIED DIMENSIONS IN COMMON BLOCKS. 
SEE PHI DESCRIPTION.) 
INPUT PARAMETERS : 
NTRPR DHfENSION OF BOUNDL AND BOUNDU VECTORS 
C OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
C BOUNDL(J) LO\VER BOUND ON TRAPFING PARMIETER NUMBER J 
C BOUNDU(J) UPPER BOUND ON TRAPFING PARAMETER NUMBER J 
c 
c 
C PROGR~~R: M.K. HORN, DFVLR-OBERPFAFFENHOFEN , AUGUST, 1982 
c 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT REAU•8 (A-H, O-Z) 
c 
DIMENSI'JN BOUl'IDL(NTRPR) .BOUNDU(NTRPR) 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
coMMON/TLIMIT/INDIC(4,2),NGE(4,2),NCOMP(4),~~ABLE 
COMMON/GRIDBD/GRIDL( 4, 2),GRIDU( 4, 2),IBL( 4, 2),IBU( 4, 2) 
DATA IPRINT/0/ 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C INITIALIZATION BLOCK: 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
C BOUNDS GRIDL ~ND GRIDU ARE SET IN TABLIM (ALREADY REFERENCED) 
C BEFORE EACH Ii\"TEGRATION BEGINS . BOUNDU(I) AND BOUNDL(I), 





DO 10 II = l,NTRPR 
ISET = 0 
DO 10 ITABLE = 1,NTABLE 
LIMIT = NCOMP(ITABLE) 
DO 10 ICOMP = !,LIMIT 
IF (II .NE. INDIC (ITABLE,ICOMP) ) GO TO 10 
IF (ISET .GT. 0) GO TO 8 




BOUNDL(II) = GRIDL(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
BOUKDU(II) = GRIDU(ITABLE,ICOHP) 
ISET = 1 
GO TO 10 
8 CONTINUE 
44 . 
C BOUNDS HAVE BEEN SET FOR TRAPFING P.t\RANETER ttiiu--COMPARE THESE 




IF (GRIDL (ITABLE, ICOHP) .GT. BOUNDL(I I)) 
1 
IF (GRIDU(ITABLE,ICOMP) .LT. BOUNDU(Il) ) 
1 
10 CONTINUE 
IF (IPRI~r .EQ. 0) GO TO 14 
BOUNDL (I I) = 
GRIDL(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
BOUNDU (I I) = 
GRIDU(ITABLE,ICOMP) 
PRINT 1588,(J ,BOUNDL(J) ,J,BOUNDU(J),J=l,NTRPR) 
1588 FORt~T( ' INITIAL BO~~S BEFORE INGRATION BEGINS : ', / , 




Subroutine INSERT, in conjunction with QROOT, is given in [3] 
Subroutine LIFTC, determines the value of the lift coefficient 
c-------- -- ------------------- ----------- -------------------------------
C LIFT COEFFICIE!I;T'f GENERATOR USING CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS FROM 
C TOMP 
SUBROliTINE LIFTC ( IDERI V, T, CA, DCADT, NODE) 
c---------------- --------------------------- ----- ------ -----------------
IMPLICIT REAL>':8 (A-H,O-Z) 
COH.!'1GN/ CTRt1PP / GRID ( 15 , 5) , STIFF ( 15 , 5) , U ( 15 , 5 , 5) , A ( 1.5 , 5 , S) , 
1 B (15 , 5 , 5) , C ( 15 , 5 , 5) , UL (15 , 5 , S) , UU (15 , 5 , 5) , 
2 u~(15, 15,5 ,5 ), 
3 AH(15,15,5,5),BH(l5,15,5,5),SH(l5,15,5,5), 
4 P(lO),Y(70),TOL,INTERV,KONTRL , KNOT (5 ) , NP,~~. 
5 IDUM(3) , 
6 LDv~ C 2 1 ) 
c 
LOG I CAL LDill1 








SOME OF THE NOTATION IN THE PROGRfuV. IS IN GERMAN (DUE TO 
HISTORICAL REASONS IN DEVELOPING THE SOFTWARE) . THE FOLI.OWING 





Cu- ----- -- ------------------------------- -- -------- ---------------------
C THERE IS ONLY ONE INTERVAL. THUS, T DOES NOT HAVE TG BE LOCATED 
C iHTHIN THE INTERVAL ~1ESHES. EACP. INTERVAL "I" HAS KNOT (I )NODES . 
45 
c---- - ----------- ---------- --- --~---------- -----------------------------
c COMPUTE LIFT COEFFICIENT (WITHOUT PARAMETER DISTL~BANCE) 
C------------------------------------------------------- ----------------
C 
CA = SPLINT (KNOT(l),GRID(l,l),U(l,l, l),STIFF(l,l), 
1 A(l,l , l),B(l , l,l),C(l,l,l),T) 
IF (IDERIV .EQ. 0) RETt~N 
DCADT = DSPLNT(KNOT(l),GRID(l,l) ,U(l,1,1),STIFF(l,l ), 
1 A(1,1,1),B(1,1,1),C(1,1,1),T) 
C------------------------------------ -- ---------------------------------
C ~CADT (\VRT TIME) MUST BE SCALED BY 1/TFINAL = 1/P(l) 
c---------------------------------------- -- -----------------------------
DCADT = DCADT/P(l) 
c 
Subroutine LOCATE, determines t he bracketing indices for locating a parame-
ter i n a given vector array 
c------------------- ---·--------------- -- -- -----------------------------
c --- ---- -- -- ------------------------ ------ - ---------~-------------------
SUBROUTINE LOCATE(NPTS,AV,VECTOR, MPT,NPT,BNDL,BNDU,ITABLE,ICOMP) 
C----- -------------------------- --- -- --------------------- -- ------------
e------------ -----------------------------------------------------------
C PURPOSE: 
C SUBROUTINE LOCATE CHOSES MPT A~ NPT SO TRAT AV IS 
C BRACKETED BY VECTOR(i"!PT) AND VECTOR(NPT), MPT = NPT - 1 . 
C BOUNDS: BNDL= VECTOR(MPT), BNDU==VECTOR(NPT) ARE 





























C LABE LING: 
STANDARD (NO USER CHANGES) 
DIMENSION OF ARRAY VECTOR 
VECTOR ARRAY, DIMENSIONED NPTS 
THE VALl~ TO BE LOCATED IN ARRAY VECTOR 
TABLE BEING ANALY2ED (FOR PRINT STATEMENTS) 
COMPONENT OF TABLE #ITABLE BEING ANALYZED 
I~~EX VALUE BRACKETI~G AV 
INDEX VALu'E BRACKETING AV, NPT > MPT 
VECTOR(MPT) 
v"'ECTOR (NPT) 
c -- --------+- ------------- -+----- -------------+----------
c VECTOR(l) v~CTOR( 2) VECTOR(3) 
c 
C ALL POINTS "*" HAVE NPT=3 , MPT=2 





C VECTOR ENTRIES SHOULD BE DISTINCT A~ID SHOULD BE IN ASCENDING 
C ORDER. 
c 
c cmn1ENTS : 
C IF AV LIES OUTSIDE OF THE GRID, A vlARNING WILL BE PRINTED, 
C M'D THE PROGRAI1 WILL TERMINATE. USER HUST THEN EXTEND THE 
C TABLES (USING, E.G., EXTlD, EXT2D, OR EXT3D) TO CONTINUE. 
c 
C USER CHANGES : NONE 
c 
C PROGRAHMER: H.K. HOR.~, DFVLR -OBERPFAFFENHOFEN, HAY, 1982 
C----- ----------- ---------- -- ---------- ------- --------------------------
e----- -- ------- ---- ----- --------------------- --- --- ---------------------
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION VECTOR(NPTS) 
IF (AV .LT. VECTOR(1) .OR . AV .GT. VECTOR(NPTS)) GO TO 100 
DO 10 I = 2,NPTS 
IF (AV . LT . VECTOR(I)) GO TO 30 
10 CONTINUE 
C-- -------------- ----- -------------------- ------------------------------
C SET ~fPT, NPT 




NPT = I 
MPT = I - 1 
BNDL = VECTOR(MPT) 




PRINT 1501 ,ITABLE,ICOMP , AV ,VECTOR (1),NPTS,VECTOR(NPTS) 
1500 FORHAT(/ I' I DIFFICULTIES IN TABLE I' I 3, 3X, 1 WITH. COMPONENT I' I3' 
1 I, 1 VALUES ARE OUTS IDE OF THE TABLE GRID. 1 ,II , 
2 1 THE PROGRAM vliLL TERm NA TE . I , 1;, I THE USER SHOULD CALL I , 
3 I TABE:X! TO EXTEND THE TABLE' I I, I UNLESS THE LHfiTS ARE I , 
4 1 ALREADY REDICULOUSLY LARGE. 1 ,II) 
l501 FORMAT(/' I TABLE= I 'I2, 2X, I ICOMP= I ' I2 ' I PARAMETER= I ,D23 .16 'I' 
1 I VECTOR(1) = I ,D23.16,2X, 'VECTOR( 1 ,13, 1 )- I 
2 D23. 16 ' I I /' I TERMINAL ERROR I ' I/) 
STOP 
END 
Subroutine t-!ATRXl, MATRX2 used i n conjunc-cion with RHS evaluation to multiply 
matrices 
c---- --- ---- ---- ---- --- -- --------- --- ------------ ------ --- --------------




C PURPOSE: FORMS SCALAR PRODUCT 
c 













SPROD = B Y IS FORMED 
SUBSCRIPTS AP.E SHIFTED BY THE AMOUNT "ISHIFT" IN RHS 
I.E ., Y(ISHIFT+1), .. . ,Y(ISHIFT+4) ARE USED IN GENERATING SCPROD 










SCPROD = O.ODO 
DO 55 J = l,LIMIT 















A = 4 X 4 
' 
Y COMPONENTS USED 1, . . . ,4 
YP == A Y IS FORUED 
C NOTE: 
c 
C SUBSCRIPTS ARE SHIFTED BY THE AMOUNT "ISHIFT:t 
C I.E., YP(ISHIFT+1), . . . ,YP( ISHIFT+4) ARE GENERATED USING 
C Y(ISHIF~+1), , Y(ISHIFT+4) 
c 









DO 12 I = l,LIMIT 
YP(I+ISHIFT) -= O.ODO 
DO 12 J = 1,LIMIT 






















IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION Y(NEQN), Y?(NEQN) 
DIMENSION TPART1(100),TPART2(100) 






COMMON/CTRMPP /GRID(l5 ,5), STIFF(l5, 5), U( 15,5, 5) ,A (lS ,5 ,5 ), 
1 B (15, 5, 5) , C (15, 5, 5) , UL (15, 5, 5), UU (15, 5, 5), 
2 UH(15,15,5,5), 
3 AH(15,15 ,5, 5),BH(15,15,5,5),CH(15,15,5,5), 




COHr-10N/TLU1IT/INDIC (4, 2), NGE (4 ,2) ,NCOMP (4) ,NTABLE 
COMMON/GRIDBD/GRIDL( 4, 2),GRIDU( 4, 2),IBL( 4, 2),IBU( 4, 2) 






COHMOK/ CONl/KLll, KUll 
COMMON/CON2/KL2l,KU2 l,KL22,KU22 
COMMON/CON3/KL31,1.'U3l,KL32. KU32 
COMMON/CON4/KL41, :KULf l,KL42, :KU42 
LOGICAL FUiTEG 
IF (110DE . EQ. 2) GO TO 50 
c- --------------- -- --------- --------------------------------------------
49 
C MODE 1: CALL IS MADE BEFORE INTEGRATION BEGINS. 
C MAKE Al'IY NEEDED INITIALIZATION. 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------- --
e I NITIALIZATION: TABLE LIMITS AT INITIAL COl'-l'DITIONS ~tuST BE 
C SET (FOR WHICH TRPR VALUES ARE NEEDED) 
c 
c 
CALL PHIPAR(MODE2,NEQN,T,Y,YP,NTRPR, TRPR,TRPRP) 
c 
IF (.NOT . FINTEG) GO TO 45 
C- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C INITIALIZE FORWARD I~fEGRATION: 
C CALL TABLIM TO INJTIALIZE INDICES FOR TABLE ANALYSIS 
c------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
CLIFT = U (1 , 1, 1) 
CALL TABLIM(TRPR,N1RPR) 
c------ .. ---- ------------------------------------ ------------------------
c CALL PARTCA TO ESTABLISH LIFT COEFFICIE~1 STOPS AND SET INDICES 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
CALL PARTCA(TP.ART1, IPAR'!'I.,IPARTU,NTPRT1) 
KL22 = IPARTL(l) 
KU22 = IPA:i\TU(1) 
IF (IPR .~~. -1) GO TO 777 
PRINT 775,(J ,TPART1(J), J=1,NTPRT1) 
775 FORMAT( ' TPART1( ' ,I3, ') = ' ,D15.7) 
777 CONTINUE 
IF (.NOT. IMPULS) GO TO 15 
IF (I G .~~ . 2) GO TO 15 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C BACKWARD DIFFERENCING WILL BE USED TO FORM GRADIENTS. INITIAL-
e IZE TPART2 VECTOR (PVECT AND RELATED PARA~1ETERS) . 
c 
C IMPL~SE=.T . ==> BACKWARD DIFFERENCING IS USED. 
C I G = 2 ==> GRADIENTS ARE TO BE FORMED. 
c---·---------------- ----------------------------------------------------
PVECT(l) = T 
c 
c LPOINT(TABLE ,COMP l 1) = KLttTABLE" tt COMP" 
c 
LPOINT(l, 1, 1) = KLl l 
LPOINT(2, 1' 1) = KL21 
LPOINT(2, 2, 1) = KL22 
LPOINT(3, 1' 1) = KL31 
LPOINT(3, " 
'• 
1) = KL32 
LPOINT(4, 1' 1) = KL41 
LPOINT(4 _, 2, 1) = K142 
c 





c-- ------------- -- ----------------------- --------------------- ·----------
c CALL WARN (IN MODE4 TO SEE IF INDICES HAVE BEEN PROPERLY SET 
c------------- ------ --- ---------------------- --- ------------ --- ---------
CALL WARN(HODE4,TRPP..,NTRPR, T,Y, NEQN,IZERO) 
c 




PRINT 1503, (J, TPARTl (J), J=l ,NTPRTl) 








NTPRT2 = NPOINT 
IF (~1PRT2 .LE. 0) GO TO 48 
DO 46 J = l,NPOI~7 
46 TPART2(J) = ?VECT(J) 
48 CO~INUE 
c---------------------------------------- --------·---- -------------------
c CALL WARN TO SEE IF INDICES ARE PROPERLY SET 






IF (IPRINT .EQ. 0) RETUPu'i 
PRINT 1504,(J,TPART2(J),J=1,NPOINT) 





C HODE 2: UPDATE MODE. A TPARTl IS A STOPPING CONDITION. 
C HA.."tCE ANY UPDATE 01EEDED . 
C ISTOPl .NE. 0 ===> TPARTl(ISTOPl) IS STOPPING VALUE 
c 
C IN FORWARD DIFFERENC ING ~!ODE OF TRONPP, NO TPART2 
C VECTOR VILL BE IMPOSED. 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e----------------- ----- --------------------------------- ----------------
c 
CALL PHI PAR (~!ODE 2, NEQN, T, Y, YP, NTRPR, TRPR, TRPRP) 
c 
IF (.NOT. FIN1~G) GO TO 60 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------






KL22 = IPARTL(ISTOPl) 
KU22 = IPARTU(ISTOPl) 
IBJ..(2,2) = KL22 
IBU(2,2) = KU22 
GRIDL(2,2) = T2P2(KL22) 
GR!DU(2,2) = T2P2(KU22) 







C BAC~~ARD I~!LGRATION--NO UPDATES AT T=O 
c--------------------------------------------------------- --------- --- --
IF (T .LT. 1.D-12) RETURN 
C----------------------------------------------------- -- -- --------------
C BACKWARD INTEGRATION--DETE~~INE IF TPART1 OR TPART2 STOP 
C- ----------------------------------------------------- ----- ------- -----
e 
IF (ISTOP1 .EQ. 0) GO TO 7J 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e STOPPING ON A TPART1 VECTOR ELEMENT (LIFT COEFFIGIENT) 
c---------------------------------------------------- ----- ---- -- --------
IF (ISTOPl .EQ. 1) GO TO 70 
KL22 = IPARTL(ISTOP1-1) 
T-u22 = IPARTU(ISTOP1-1) 
IBL(2,2) = KL22 
IBU(2,2) = KU22 
GRIDL(2,2) = T2P2(KL22) 
GRIDU(2,2) = T2P2(K~22) 
INDEX == 6 
70 CONTINUE 
IF (ISTOP2 .EQ. 0) GO TO 100 
C------------------------------------------------------ -----------------
C STOPPING ON A TPA..~T2 VECTOR ELE~fENT (GENERATED DURING FORWARD 
C INTEGRATION 





Do 75 ITABLE = 1,NTABLE 
LIMIT = NCOMP(ITABLE) 
DO 75 ICOMP = 1,LIMIT 
INDEX = LPOINT(ITABLE,ICOMP,ISTOP2) 
IF (IABS(INDEX) .EQ. 0) GO TO 75 
I BL(ITABLE,ICOMP) = IABS(INDEX) - ISIGN(1,INDEX) 
IF (I BL(ITABLE, ICOt-1P) . LE. 0) IBL(ITABLE, ICOHP) = 1 
IBU(ITABLE,ICOMP) = IBL(ITABLE ,ICOMP) + 1 
CALL TABBND(ITABLE,ICOMP ) 
75 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
C--------------------------------------------------------- ----- -- -------
e CALL 1'WARN" TO SEE IF BOUNDS ARE VIOLATED: 
c--------------------------------------------------------- -------- ---- --
CAI.L WARN(MODE4,TRPR,NTRPR,T , Y,NEQN,IZERO) 
C---------------------------------------------------- -- -- -- ---- ---------
C UPDATE ODE: 
c--------------------------------------------------------- ------ --------
CALL RHS(T,Y,YP) 





Subroutine PARTCA, for determining lift coefficient stops 
c----------- -- ------- ---------------------------------------------------





C PARTCA (ALONG WITH QROOT) LOCATES ALL T VALUES 
C CORRESPONDING TO CA(I) INTERSECTIONS WITH THE CUBIC 
C CURVES . THESE T VALUES ARE STORED IN TVECT AS STOPPING 
C CONDITIONS FOR THE INTEGRATION. IVECTL AND IVECTU 
C STORE TP~ BRASKETING INDICIES CORRESPONDING TO THE 
C CA Cm1PON'ENTS . 
c 
C PARTCA R.EFERENCES "QROOT" WITH A SET OF CUBIC COEFFICIENTS AND 
C THE VECTOR "CA" TO LOCATE THE VALDES OF T FOR \miCH THE 
C CAVALUES INTERSECT THE CUBIC. PARTCA ADDS THESE POINTS 
C TO VECTOR TVECT (FOR~~D IN INCREASING ORDER) AND STORES 
C THE BRACKETING INDICIES OF CA CORRESPONDING TO THE TVECT(J) 
C POI~7 IN IVECTL (J) AN~ Iv'ECTU(J). 
c 
c 




















INPUT P ARANETERS : 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CUBIC COEFFICIENTS (STORED IN COMMON CTRNPP) 
CA VECTOR (STORED IN COMMON TABLE2) 
TVECT VECTOR OF T VALUES FOR STOPPING 
TrlE INTEGRATION (DIMENSION 100) 
IV'ECTL(J) 10\~'ER BRACKETING CA INDEX FOR THE 
INTERVAL TVECT(J) TO TVECT(J+l) 
(DIMENSIONED 100) 
IVECTL1(J) UPPER BRACKETING CA INDEX FOR THE 
INTERVAL TVECT(J) TO TVECT(J+l) 
(DI11ENSION'ED 100) 
C PROGRAHMER: M. K. HORN, DFVLR -OBERPF AFFENHOFEN , JtJNE , 19 8 2 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
IMPLIC IT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
COMMON/CTRMPP/GRID(l5,5),STIFF(15,5),U(l5,5,5),A(l5,5,5), 
1 B(l5,5,5),C(l5,5,5),UL( l 5,5,5) , UU(l5,5,5), 
2 Lm(lS,ls,s,s), 
3 AH (15, 15 , 5, 5) , BH (15, 15,5, 5) , CH (15, 15,5, 5) , 
4 P(lO),Y(70),TOL,INTERV,KO~~L,KNOT(S),NP,NY, 
5 IDUM(3), 
6 LDUl'1( 21) 
C0lli10N/TABLE2/T2Pl(24 ) , CA (35),TAB2(24,35) 






DIMENSION TDUM(100), ITDUM (100) 
DH!ENSION IV(lOO) 
DIMENSION CACA(35) 




c-----~--- -------------------------------------------- ---------- --- -----
c 
NCA = NGE(2,2) 
DO 5 .; = 1 , NCA 
5 CACA(J) = CA(J) 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e T = 0 IS THE FIRST TVECT POINT- -LOCATE BRACKETING INDICES 







TVECT(l) = 0. ODO 
IF (IPRINT .EQ. 1) PRINT 155S,U(1,1,1) 
1555 FOR.t-18.T( I u AT TO = I ,D15. 7) 
CALL LOCATE (NCA, U(l, 1, 1) ,CACA,MPT ,NPT, END!.. , BNDU ,0, 0) 
IF (DABS(U(l,1,1)-CA(MPT)) .GT. ZAPP) GO TO 8 
C INITIAL VALUE OF LIFT COEFFICIENT LIES ON A CA GRID VALUE 





CALL LIFTe(O,EPS,CAEPS ,DUMMY,O) 
CALL LOCATE (NCA, CAEPS, CACA, NPT, NPT, Bt'-l'DL, BNDU, 0, 0) 
8 CONTINUZ 
IVECTL( 1) = MPT 
IVECTU( 1) = NPT 
NTVECT = 1 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e A SET OF eUBie COEFFICIENTS IS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH SUB-INTERVAL 
C (GRID(I,1), GRID(I+1,1). INTERSECT CA LINES WITH EAeH 
G OF TrlESE CUBICS ~D THROW O~T ANY T VALu~S NOT IN THE 
C GRID SUB-I/II'TERVAL (DONE IN QROOT) . THE T VALUES WITHIN 
C THE GRID SUB-INTERVAL BECOME STOPPING CONDITIONS FOR THE 
C I~ITEGRATION--WITH POINTS STORED IN TVECT, I~~ICES IN IVECTL 
C AND IVECTU. 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
LH!IT = KNO'l( 1) - 1 
C--------- -- ---------------------- -- ------------------------------------
e LH.!IT IS THE NUr!BER OF CUBIC EQUATIONS BEING ANALYZED 
C ONE FOREACH INTERVAL (GRID(I,1), GRID(I+1,1 ) 
c----- -------------------------------------------------------- ------- ---
DO 20 I = 1,LIMIT 
C--------------------- --------------------- -----------------------------
e SET CUBIC eOEFFieiENTS FROM CTRüt'IPP-FOR THE ITK CUBie 
54 
C COEFFICIENT ORDERING IS SOME\lliAT S\liTCHED 
c-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
AA = C( I , 1, 1) 
BB = B( I, 1 , 1) 
CC = A ( I , 1 , 1) 
DD = U( I, 1, 1) 
TLOWER = GRID( 1,1) 
TUPPER = GRID(I+1,1) 
c----------------- ·-----------------------------------------------------
c COEFFICIENTS FROM SPLINE ARE SET ON THE INTERVAL (0, T) . 
C CALL "SHIFT" TO SHIFT THE T SCALE FROM 0 TO GRID(I,1) 
C (THIS ca~NGES THE AA,BB,CC,DD VALUES) . 
c----------- ------------------------ ------ ------------------------------
CALL SHIFT(TLOWER,AA,BB,CC,DD) 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C CALL QROOT TO INTERSECT Tr'.E CA VALUES \HTH THE CURRENT CUBIC 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL QROOT (AA, BB , CC , DD, TLO\V"ER, TUPPER , NCA, CACA, 
1 N1DUM,TDl~,ITDu~,NDUM) 
c 
IF (~DUM .EQ. 0) GO TO 20 
c 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C NDUN POINTS HAVE BEEN RETURNED FROM QROOT. ADD THESE ON TO 
C THE TVECT VECTOR AND STORE THE BRACKETING VALDES IN IVECTL 
C ~~ IVECTU SLOTS CORRESPONDING TO THE TVECT VALUE. 
c 
C ~1AKE SURE THAT THE FIRST TDlJM VALUE IS NOT THE LAST TVECT VALUE. 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
IF (DAES(TVECT(NTVECT)-TDUH(l)) .GT. ZAPP) GO TO 10 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C TDUM(l) REPEATS THE LAST TVECT VALUE--REMOVE FROH VECTOR 
c----------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --
NDu11 = NDUM - 1 
IF (NDu~ .EQ . 0) GO TO 20 
DO 9 J = 1,NDUM 
TDU11(J ) = TDUM(J+1) 
9 ITDUM(J) = ITDUM(J+1) 
C-··------------------------------------------------------------------ ---
C ALL TDUM POINTS ARE DISTINCT FROM EXISTING TVECT VALUES 




!JO 15 J = 1 ,NDUN 
TVECT(NTVECT+J) = TD'l.J11(J) 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -
C ITDUH(J) = KK GORRESPONDS TO THE v'ECTOR(KK) VALUE. DETERMINE IF 
C :HIS IS THE UPPER OR LOWER BRACKETING VALUE AND SET IV'ECTL 
C AN~ IVECTU VALl~S. 
c------------------------------ -------- -- ----------------------------- --
c 
T = TDUM(J) 
DERIV = (3.DO>'•AA*T + 2.D0i•BB)>'<T + CC 
IF (DABS (DERIV) .GT. ZAPP) GO TO 11 




CURVE = 6 . D0'" AA ,.,T + 2 . DO,.,EB 
IvcCTL(NTV~CT+J) = ITDUM(J) 
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IF (CURVE .LT. O.ODO) IVECTL(NTVECT+J) = ITDUM(J) - l 
IVECTU(NTVECT+J) = IVECTL(NTVECT+J) + 1 
IF (IPRI~IT .EQ. 1) PRINT 1669,TDlli1(J) 
1669 FORMAT(/ I' I CA BOUNCES ON A CACA GRID AT T = I ,DlS. 7 'I/) 
GO TO 15 
11 CONTINUE 
IF (DERIV .GT . O.ODO) GO TO 12 
C DECREASI~G FUNCTION 
c 
c 
IVECTL(NTVECT+J) = ITDU11(J) - 1 
IVEGTU(NTVECT+J) = ITDUM(J) 
GO TO J.S 
12 C:ONTH.TUE 





IVECTL (NTVECT+J) = ITDUM(J) 
IVECTU(NTVECT+J) = ITDUM(J) + l 
15 CONTINliE 
NTVECT = NTVECT + NDID1 
20 CONTINUE 
IF (IPRINT .EQ . 0) RETU~ 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------






DO 29 J = l,NTVECT 
?RINT 1599,J,TVECT(J),IVECTL(J),I\i'ECTU(J) 
1599 FORMAT(' TVECT(',I3, 1 ) = ',D15.7,2(2X,I3)) 
29 CONTilli'UE 
LIMIT = NTVECT - 1 
DO 30 J = !,LIMIT 
TAVG = O. SDO·k(TVECT(J) + TVECT(J+l)) 
CCA = SPLINT(KNOT(l),GRID(l, l),U(l,l,l ),STIFF(l,l), 
1 A(l,l , l),B(l,l,l),C(l,l,l),TAVG) 
IVL = I\TECTL(J) 
IVU = IVECTU(J) 
PRINT 1 500, TAVG,CA(IVL),CCA, CA(I\~) 
1500 FORMAT(' TAVG = 1 ,Dl5.7 , 2X,' CA LOWER = 1 ,D15. 7 , 1 CA= ',Dl5 . 7, 




Subroutine PHIPAR , for evaluating t he trapping parameters 
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C--------------- ------------ ---------- -- --------------------------------
e--------------------- ---- -----··----------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE PHIPAR(HODE,NEQN,'l ,Y,YP,NTRPR,TRPR, TRPRP) 
c------------------------- --------··------- ------------------------------
c------------ --------------- ------ ·· ------- ------------------------------
C PURPOSE: PHIPAR EVALUATES THE TRAP?HiCi PARAMETERS, TRPR, AND 
C THEIR DERIVATiv~S FOR USE IN SUBPHI. 





























OUTPUT P~~TERS : 
TRPR 
TRPRP 
USER IDENTIFICATION PARAMETER 
MODE=l: PHIPAR CALLED FROM SUBPHI. TRPR 
AND TRPRP ARE TO BE COMPUTED 
HODE<~: PHIPAR CALLED FROM PART . YP MAY NOT 
BE AVAILABLE. ONLY TRPR VALu~S ARE 
TO BE COMPUTED. 
D Ii•1ENS I ON OF ODE SYSTEM 
INTIEPENDENT V~~IABLE 
DEPENDE~~ VARIABLES 
DERIVATIVE OF Y 
Nm1BER OF TRAPFING PAR...A.METIRS 
TRAPP::NG PARAMETER VECTOR 
DERIVATIVES OF TRAPFING PARAMETER 




C CO~~NTS: FOR Cu~RE~f APPLICATION--
C TRAPFING PARAMETERS ARE NEEDED BEFORB THE INTEGRATION 
C BEGINS IN ORDERTO SET TABLE LIMITS. DERIVATIVES 
C ARE NOT YET AVAILABLE. PHIPAR IS CALLED FROM PART 
C WITH MODE = 2 . TR?R A ..l(E TO BE Cm1PUTED . TRPRP ARE 
C NOT TO BE COMPUTED. 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e---------------------- ---------- ---------------------------------------
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION Y(NEQN), YP(NEQN), TRPR(NTRPR), TRPRP(NTRPR) 
c 
c------------- -- ------------ ------ -- ------·--------------------------- ---
c DEFINE THE PARAMETERS USED IN THE PHI VECTOR 
C---------------------- -- -----------------------------------------------
e 
C COMPONENT 1: MACH ~"ill1BER = VELOCITY / SPEED OF SOUND 
C COMPONENT 2: ALTITUDE = H 
c 
C Cot1!1ENTS: ( 1 ) VELOCITY = Y(l ) 
C SPEED OF SOUND IS OBTAINEiJ FROM SUBROUTINE FAHl 
C DERIVATIVE INFOPJ-1ATION ALSO Cü:-1ES FROH FATM 
c 




e USER SETS DIMENSION OF TRAPPING PARAMETERS, NTRPR, IN CALLING 
C PROGRMf 
c-- -- -~-- -- --- - ------ -- --- -- ----- -- - -- ----------------------------------
c 
c-- -- -------- -- ---- -- ------------ ------------- -------------- w-----------




V = Y(l) 
H = Y(3) 
CALL FATI1( H,RHO,A,DRHODH ,DADH) 
Pu'1 = V I A 
C IF LIFT COEFFICIENT IS A TRAPP ING PARAMETER, ACTIVATE THE 
C FOLLOWING CALL STATEHENT (\VHICH IS PRESENTLY A Cmf~1ENT CARD). 
c 
C !ZERO = 0 
C CALL LIFTC(IZERO,T,CLIFT,DCADT,IZERO) 
c 
IF (MODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 10 
c 




DVDT = YP(l) 
DHDT = YP(3) 
DMDT = -V/(A~~A) ~~ DADH ~-r DHDT + DVDT/A 
10 CONTINUE 
c------------------------------------------------------------ -----------






TRPR( 1) = AM 
TRPR (2) = H 
IF (MODE .EQ . 2) RETURN 
C DERIVITIVES MUST BE WRT NORi'fALIZED TIME 
c 
c 
TR!?RP(l) = DMDT 
TRPRP(2 ) = DHDT 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine PLIFTC , for determining the lift coeffi cient for the perturbed 
c~bic coeffici ents 
C----------------- --- -- -------- ------- -- ------- --- --- -------------------
C PERTURBED COEFFICIENTS 
C LIFT COEFFICIENT GENERATOR üSING CUEIC SPLI~~ COEFFICIENTS FROM 
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C TOMP 
SUBROUTINE PLIFTC(IDERIV,T,CA,DCADT, NODE) 
c------ ----------------------------- ---------------- -- ------------------
c 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
COMMON/CTR~!PP /GRID (15, 5), STI::;"F (15, 5), U(l5, 5, 5) ,A (15, 5, 5), 






C--- --------------- ------------------ ---------------------------- -------
e NOTATION: 
c 
C SOME OF THE NCTATION IN THE PROGRAM IS IN GERMAN (DUE TO 
C HISTORI CAL REASONS IN JE'fELOPING THE SOFTWARE). THE FOLLOWING 











C THEF.E IS ONLY ONE INTI:RVAL . THUS, T DOES NOT HAVE TO BE LOCATED 
C iVITHIN THE INTERVAL MESHES. EACH INTERVAL "I" HAS KNOT(I)NODES . 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
c------------------- --- ---- ----------------------··- -- -------------------
c COMPUTE LIFT COEFFICIENT WITH PARAMETER DISTJRBANCE 
c---------------------··-------------------- -----------------------------
c 
CA = SPLINT(KNOT( 1) ,GRID( 1, 1), UH( 1 ,NODE, 1, 1), STIFF(l , 1), 
1 AH(1 ,NODE,1,1),BH(1,NODE,1,1),CH(1,NODE,1,1),T) 
c 
IF (IDERIV . EQ . 0) RETURN 
DCADT = DSPL~i(~~OT(l),GRID(1,1), 
1 UH( l ,NODE,1,l),STIFF( l,1 ),AH( l, NODE ,1,1), 
2 BH(1,NODE , 1,l),CH(l,NODE,1,1),T) 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C DCADT (\VRT TH1E) HUST BE SCALED BY 1/TFINAL = 1/P(l) 
c------ ------------- ------------------------------- -------- -------------
c 
DCADT = DCADT/P(1) 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine PR1DT1, FR2DT2, PR2DT3, PR2DT4 are all copies of rnodel subroutine 
PRlDT. or PR2DT given in [3) 
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Subroutine QROOT, for determining the zeros of a cubic equation is given in 
[3] 
Subroutine QMM~, used in conjunction with QROOT is given in [3] 
Subroutine RD2DT2, is a copy of model subroutine RD2DT which is given in [3] 
Subroutine RHS, f0r evaluating the differential equations, 
C----------------------------------- -- ----------------------------------
e-----------------------------------------------------------------------




C RHS SUFFLIES THE RIGHT Hfu~D SIDES OF THE DIFFERENTIAL 
C EQUATIONS (AND OF THE ADJOINT SYSTEN IF FORWRD=TRUE) 
c 
C STRUCTURE: USER SUFFLIED 
C INPUT PAR.~fETERS : 
C T VALu~ OF I~~EPENDENT VARIABLE 
C Y VALGE OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
c 
C OUTPUT PAR.i\J-1ETERS : 
C YP VALUE OF DERIVATIVE OF Y 
c 
C PROGRAM~1ER: M.K. HORN, DFVLR-OBERPFAFFENHOFEN , MAY, 1982 





IMP~ICIT REAL"'<8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION Y( 1),YP(l) 
DIMENSION PSTA1c(4,4),PCA(~),PTF(4) 
DH1ENSION DCA(ll) 
DIMENSIOl~ YADJ(60), YFADJ(60) 
DATA NADJ/60/ 
COH!'!ON/CTRl'1PP/GRID ( 15,5), STIFF ( 15,5), U( 15,5, 5) ,ADUl1( 15,5, 5), 
1 3(15,5,5),C (15,5,5),UL(15,5,5),UU(15,5,5), 
2 un(l5,15,5,5), 
3 AH(15,15,5,5) , BH(15,15,5,5), CH (15, 15,5,5), 
4 P (10) , YDll~1(70), TOL , INTER V ,KONTRL ,KNOT(S), NP , NY, 
5 IDUM(3), 
6 U1PULS ,Fit-.TIG, LDUM (19) 
c 
c 
Cm1MON/FSTEP / ITOPH 
COMMON/CHCKCA/CLIFT 
COMHON/ FKOUNT/KOUNTF,KNTFIT 
DATA JFRINTI O/ 
DATA IZER0/0 / 
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DATA TMAX , DELTA,S,GI8527 . 68DO,l.OD0,49.246D0,9.80665DOI 
LOGICAL FINTIG,LDUM,HlPULS 
CONSTANTS ~~EDED: TMAX, G, DELTA, S (T~1AX AND DELTA ARE NEEDED 
FOR FTRIEB) 
STATE VECTOR , Y: 
Y(l) = V 
Y(2) = GAMMA 
Y(:J) = H 
Y(4) = WEIGIIT 
WITH MACH NUMBER DEFUiED BY Ai'1 = V I A, \{HE RE A = A (H) 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES f>Jlli NOT COMPUTED I PD=O 
IPD==l PARTIAL DERIVATIVES ARE COHPUTED IN FDRAG AND FTRIEB 
IPD = 1 
IF (FINTEG) IPD = 0 
KOUNTF == KOUNTF + i 
KNTF IT = KNTFI'f + 1 
IPRINT = 0 
IF (JPRI~~ .EQ. L) 
V = Y(l) 
GAMMA = Y(2) 
H == Y(3) 
vlE I GHT = Y ( 4) 
SING = DSIN(GAMMA) 
COSG = DCOS(Gru'1MA) 
IPRINT = ITOPH 
CALL FATH(H,RHO,A,DRHODH ,DADH) 
CALL LIFTC(IZERO,T , CA,DCADT,IZERO) 
CLIFT = CA 
Ai'! = V;'A 
IF (IPRINT . NE. 0) PRINT 1566, T, V, GM!MA,H, WEIGHT,AM,CA 
1566 FORt-tAT(/, I IN RHS--AT T = I ,D15 . 7,/, 
J. ' VELOCITY = ' , Dl5.7, 1 GAM!1A = 
1 ALTITG~E = ',D15 . 7, ' w~IGHT = 
1 ~lACH NU!'-1BER = 1 ,D15. 7, 1 LIFT CF. = 
I ,015.7 , 1 , 












IF (~PRINT .NE. 0) PRINT 1567,1~UST,DRAG 
1567 FORMAT(' THRUST = ',Dl5.7,2X, 'DRAG = ',D15 .7,1) 
YP(l) == G,~((THRUST - DRAG)IWEIGHT- SING) 
YP(2) = GIV * (0. 5DO * RHO "~~ V*V * S ~··cA I WEIGHT - COSG ) 
YP(3) = V * SING 
YP(4) = - SFC * THRüST I 3600.0DO 
TF = P(l) 
IF (IPRINT . N~. 0) PR!~~ 1568,TF 
1568 FORMAT(' USING ',D15.7,' AS TF TO SCALE THE DERIVATIVES' , 1) 
c 
c 
IF (.NOT . FI~fEG) GO TO 15 
c 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C DERIVATIVES ARE w'RITTEN \4RT TU1E--FOR NORMALIZED DERIVATIVE 
C D ( ) IDTAU "' D ( ) IDTIME ~~: TF 
c-------------------··---------------------------------------------------
c 
DO 10 J = 1,4 
10 YP(J) = YP(J) * TF 
IF (IPRINT .EQ. 1) PRINT 1570,TF,YP(1),YP(2),YP(3),YP(4) 
c 








c FORM ADJOINT SYSTEM 
C--------- ------------ ------ -- --------- ------------ ---------------------
e LV = Y(5) 
C LG = Y(6) 
C LH = Y(7) 
C LW = Y(8) 
c---------------------------··-------------------------------------------
c DUE TO SUBSCRIPTING DIFFICULTIES- -LABEL Y, YP FOR ADJOINT SYSTEM 
C YADJ Al.'-l'D Y?ADJ AND COPY INTO Y, YP BEFORE RETURNING 





DO 18 J = 1,NADJ 
YADJ(J) = Y(J) 
18 CONTINUE 
DO 20 J = 1,NY 
YPADJ(J) = YP(J) 
20 CONTINUE 
c--------------------------- ------- -------------------- -- ---------------
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C GONSTRUGT COEFFICIENTS FOR THE DERIVATIVE OF THE HAMILTONIAN 
C HRT TEE STATE VECTOR (PSTATE(4,4)) 
C GONSTRUGT COEFFICJ.ENTS FOR THE DERIVATIVE OF THE HAMILTONIAN 
C ~VRT LIFT COEFFICIENT (DHDCA(4)) 
C GONSTRUGT COEFFICIENTS FOR THE DERIVATIVE OF THE HAMILTONI~N 











PSTATE(l,l) ·- -GIWEIGHT ~'< t,DTHRDV- DDRDV) 
PSTATE(1,2) == -G~'<(O . SDO~'<RHO~'<'S~'<CAIWEIGHT + COSGI(V*V) ) 
PSTATE(1,3) == -SING 
PSTATI (1 , 4) == (DSFCDV~'<'THRUST + SFC*DTHRDV) I 3600 . ODO 
PSTATE (2, 1) = G~'<'COSG 
PSTATE (2, 2) = - G>'<Sit-iGI V 
PSTATE (2, 3) = -V>'<COSG 
PSTATE(2,4) = O.ODO 
PSTATZ(3,1) = -Gi wciGHT * (DTHRDH- DDRDH) 
P3TATE(3,2) = - G* O.SODO ~"' V '"' S *CA~"' DRHODH I WEIGHT 
PSTATE(3,3) = O. ODO 
PSTATE (3, 4) = (DSFCDH ~'< THRUST + SFC -!: DTHPJ)H) I 3600. ODO 
PSTATE(4,1 ) = Gl(\vEIGIIT-'<'\VEIGHT) ~·: (THRUST - DRAG) 
PSTATE(4,2) = G ''" O. SDO * RHO * V *S *CA I (WEIGHT*WEIGHT) 
PSTATE (4, 3 ) = O. ODO 
PSTATE (4,4 ) = O.ODO 
PCA(l) = 
-Gi ivlUGHT '"' DDRDCA 
PCA(2 ) = G*(O .SDO '"' RHO * V * S I WEIGHT) 
PCA(3) = O. ODO 
PCA(4) = O.ODO 
PTF(l) = YP(l )ITF 
PTF (2) = YP ( 2)/TF 
PTF ( 3 ) = YP(3)/TF 
PTF(/+) = YP(4)/TF 
C-------------------------- ---------------------------- ------ ------- ----
G 1ST SET FOR GRAD IENT OF COST FUNCTION 
C-------------------------- --------------------- -------- ----------------
C 
c 
CALL MATR..."\2 (NADJ , YADJ, YPADJ , 4, PSTATE) 
CALL MATRXl U~ADJ, YADJ, DHDCAl, 4, PCA) 
CALL HATRX 1 ( N.!I..DJ, Y ADJ , DHDTI' 1 , 4 , PTF) 
c---------------------------------------------------------------- -- -----
C 2ND, 3RD, A~·ID 4TH SET FOR GRADIENT OF COST FUNCTI ON 
C---------------------------------------- ----------- ----------------- ---
C 
c 
CALL ~1ATR..'<: 2 (NADJ , YADJ , YPADJ, c3 , PSTATE) 
CALL HATR.'ü (NADJ , YADJ , DHDCA2, 8, PCA) 
CALL HATRX1 (NADJ , YADJ,DHDTF2 , 8 , PT.F) 
CALL MATRX2(NADJ, YADJ , YPAJJ , l2 , PSTATE) 







CALL MATILX1(NADJ,YADJ, DHDCA4 , 16,PCA) 
CALL MATRX1(NADJ,YADJ,DHDTF4,16,PTF) 
KOUNT = 20 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e C0~7ROL DISTURBANCE DUE TO PARAMETER DISTORBANGE 
C FORM QUADRATURE EQUATIONS 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 





IOWTK = KNOT(l) 
DO 80 I = 1,KNOTK 
CALL PLIFTC ( IZERO ,T,CA2 ,DERIV,I) 
80 DCA(I) = CA2 - CA 










DO 81 J = l,KNOTK 
KOD~ = KOUNT + 1 
YPADJ(KOUNT) = DHDCA1*DCA(J) 
81 CON1INUE 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
YPADJ(KOUNT) = DHDTF1 
DO 82 J = l,K~OTK 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
YPADJ (KOL'"NT) = :UKDCA2'""DCA(J) 
82 CONTINUE 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
YP.AD-T(KOUNT) = DHDTF2 
DO 83 J = l , KKOTK 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
YPADJ(KOUNT) = DHDCA3*DCA(J) 
83 CONTUH.TE 
KOUNT = KOU~f + l 
YPADJ(KOUNT) = DIIDTF3 
DO 84 J = 1,KNOTK 
KOUN1 = KOUNT + 1 
YPADJ (KOUNT) = DHDCA4*DCA( J ) 
84 GONTINUE 
KCUNT = KOUNT + l 
YPADJ (KOUNT) = DHDIT4 
DO 90 I = l,KOUNT 





Subroutine SHIFT, for adjusting cubic coefficients for QROOT and PARTCA is 
given in [3] 
Sub~outine SLLSQP, the optimization routine is given in ROOT and PARTCA, is 
given in [_] 








MODEL PHI BLOCK FOR: FORWARD DIFFERENCING OR 
BAC~v~~D DIFFERENCING 
PHI PA~~TERS: MACH NO. AND ALTITUDE 
LIFTC COEFF. STOPS ARE USER-SUFFLIED 
STRUCTURE OF PHI CONPONENTS 
PHI(!) = (2\.lJ-X)~""(X-XL) 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
e--------------------------------- --- -------------------------- ---------
SUBROUTINE SUBPHI(NPHI,It-.T])EX,NEQN,T,Y,YP,PP.I,PHIP,KOUNTR,UPDATE, 
1 IVAN,BOUNCE,ABSER) 
C--------- -- --- -- -------- -----------------------------------------------













PURPOSE: SUBPHI OPERATES IN nvo MüDES . 
MODE 1: (UPDATE= .FALSE.) 
THE USER ~ST SUPPLY THE VALUES OF PHI, 
TBE STOPPING CONDITIONS, AND OF PHIF, THE 
DERIVATIVES OF PHI WRT T, GIVEN THE 
VALUES OF T, Y_, AND YP. 
MODE 2: (UPDATE= .TRUE.) 
THE USER IS INFOP~D THAT PHI(INDEX) HAS 
VANISHED AT T, AND HE SHOULD NAKE ANY 
UPDATES NEEDED . 
C STRUCTURE: STANDARD--W:!:TH l'UNOR USER CHANGES (SEE BELOW . ) 
c 




NPHI Nm1BER OF STOPPING CONDITIONS, 



















































THE PHI COMPCNENT C:T.m.RENTLY BEING 
.ANALYZED OR UPDATED. ( INDEX=O HiPLIES 
INTEGRATION HAS NOT DETECTED THE EXISTENCE 
OF A NEW ZERO.) 
DIMENSION OF ODE SYSTEH (Y AND YP) 
VALUE OF INDEPENDENT V ~-~IABLE 
VALUE OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE, DH1ENSIONED NEQN 
DERIVATIVE OF Y, DIMENSIONED ~~QN 
GOUNTING PARAt·lETER FOR USER' S BENEFIT. 
KOUNTR=O INDICATES INITIALIZATION PHASE. 
KOU~lR IS CHANGED TO 1 AFTER THE INITIAL-
ZATION CALL TO SUBPHI &~ IS INCREMENTED 
BY UNITY AT EACH UPDATE CALL. 
LOGTCAL PARA~TER INDICATING MODE 
UPDATE=. FALSE. => USER ~1UST SUPPLY PHI A.t~D PHIP 
UPDATE= .TRUE. ~> PHI(INDEX) Hl"S V~NISHED AT T. 
~-XE AN~ NEEDED CHANGES. 
LOGICAL PARANETER, USED WHEN UPDATE=.TRUE. 
IVAN = . TRUE. => PHI (INDEX) HAS VANISHED 
THROUGHOUT THE INTEGRATION 
STEP. 
IVAN = .FALSE. => PHI(INDEX) DID NOT VANISH 
THROUGROUT THE STEP 
LOGICAL PARAtffiTER, USED WHEN UPDATE=.TRUE. 
IVAN=.FALSE. 
BOUNCE=.TRUE. => PHI(INDEX) HAS BOUNCED ON A 
ZERO. THIS POINT WAS UPDATED 
ON THE PREVIOUS STEP. IF 
THE STEP IS TO BE REPEATED 
SET KOu~TR=-2. (THIS IS A 
Dmfr!Y VALUE, AND THE PREVIOUS 
VALUE OF KOUNTR WILL BE 
RESTORED.) 
BOUNCE=. ~ALSE. = > PHI (INDEX) DID NOT BOUNCE ON 
A ZERO 











USER-SUPPLIED VECTOR OF STOPPING CONDITIONS 
DERIVATIVE OF PHI \~~T T 
USER-SUPPLIED, ABSOLUTE ER.ROR TOLERANCE 
DEFAULT VALUE=ABSERR, THE INTEGRATION TOLERANCE 
(MAX (ABSERR ,RELERR)) 
C----------------------- -- ----- --- --------------------------------------




(1) T:HE USER HUST SUPPLY PROPER DIME~lSIONING 
IN COM~10N BLOCKS- -'LLIMIT AND GRIDBD 
C AND DH!ENSIONING OF TRAPP!NG PAR..A.i'1ETERS 
c 
C (2) THE USER MUST SUPPLY THE APPROPRIATE NUNBER 
C OF PHI AND PHI COMPON~NTS. (PATTERN IS CLEAR.) 
c 





NOT RELATED TO TF.E TABLES, AND HUST SUPPLY ANY 
ADDITIONAL e~ALYSIS NEEDED FOR THESE COMPONENTS. 
c-----~------------------- ------- - --------------------------- ------ - ----













DATA ZAPP/l. D-10/ 
c-------------------------··--------------------------------- ------------
c--------------------------------- ------------- ------- -- ----------------







DIMENSION OF TRPR, TRPRP, TRNAG, 
BOUNDL, AND BOUNDU 
= NUMBER OF TRAPPING 
PARMETERS 
SEE TABLIM FOR JIMENSIONING VALUES OF GONMONS TLIMIT AND GRIDBD 
C USER SUPPLIES "NTRPPR", THE NUMBER OF TRAPPING PARM.!ETERS 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DIMENSION TRPR(2),TRPRP(2) ,SCALE(2) 
DIMENSION TRMAG(2),BOUNDL(2),BOLliDU(2) 
D.ATA NTRPR/2/ 
COM..t10N/TLH1IT/INDIC(4,2) ,NGE(4,2) ,NCOMP(4) ,NTABLE 
Cm.INON/GRIDBD/GRIDL( 4, 2),GRIDU( 4, 2),IBL( 4, 2),IBU( 4, 2) 
c---------------------------------------------------- -- -----------------LOGICAL UPDATE,IVAN,BOUNCE,UPPER,PHIUPD 
C------------- ------ ----------- -- -- ------- ------------------------------
e---------- --- -------------------------------------------- --------------
C FUNCTION STATEMENTS 
C- --- ------------ --------------------------------- -- --------------------
e-------- -- ---- --------------------------------- ------- -- -- -------------
FCT(X,~j,XL,XSCALE) = (XU - X)*(X-XL)* XS CALE 







TRAPFING PARM.!ETERS MUST BE EVALUATED--PERFO~~D IN PHIPAR--
BEFORE PP.I &~ALYSIS CAN BEGIN 
CALL PHIP&~(MODE1,NEQN,T,Y,YP,NTRPR,TRPR,TRPRP ) 
c-------------------------------------------------··------ -- -------------
c 




C ~l0&'1AL MODE OF OFERATION--UPDATE=.FALSE. 
c-----------------·---------------------------------------------------- --
